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Abstract

In recent years. electric power utili ties are forced to transmit maxi mum possible

p::Jwer throughexisting networks due to environmental. economic and regulatory

changes. Due to theseconsmints, voltage instability basemerged as one of the

most importan t areas of concern to modem power utilities . Voltage instability has

beenresponsible for several system co llapses In Nonh America., Europe and Asia.

This thesi s presen ts fundamental. concepts of voltage stability . It descri bes three

traditional voltage stability indices name ly singular value decompo sition, L index

and QV curv es. A simple five bus system is used to highlight the limitations of

thesetradi tional methods . A more widely acce pted techniq ue like modal analysis

along with continuation power flow is studied and simulatio ns are carried out on

the lEEE 30 bus system and the New England 39 bus system. The test results

clear ly indicate areas prone to voltage instab ility and also ide ntify groups ofbuses

and critical bus that participate in the instab ility and tJlerd)y el iminate the

problems assoc iated with traditional methods. Hence. modal analysis technique is

not only used as a benchmark 100 1 for the development of the proposed fuzzy.

expert system. but also as aD important tool for validating its accuracy.

To understand this new approach. fundamental. conceptS of fuzzy logic basedon

the theory of approximate reasoni ng is dealt in detai l. To get further insight into

this alterna te approach. a simple method using fuzzysets for the voltage-reacti ve

power contro l to improve the system vo ltage level is presen ted A modi fied IEEE

30 bus system is used as an exam ple to illustra te this method. Simulation results

of this simple problem is encouragin g and has been a useful starti ng point for the

proposed fuzzy-expc:n system for voltage stabili ty evaluation.



The proposed fuuy-expm system consists of two main components . The

knowtedge-base and the inference engine. HCTC, the key system variables like

load bus voltage. generator MVAR reserve and generator terminal voltage whic h

are used to monitor the voltage Slability are stored in the dalabase_Changes in the

system opera ti ng conditions are ref lectedin thedatabase . The above key variables

are fuzzified usin g the theory of uncerttmty. The ruleba.se comprises a set of

production rules which form Ihe basis for logical reason ing conductedby the

inference engi ne. The prod uction rules are expressed in the form of IF·THEN

type, that relates key system variables to SIllbility. The New England 39 bus

system is taken as a case sIUdy to illustrate the proposed procedure. The expert

system output is compared with the simulation results of a commerc ially

available software ( VSTAB 4.1) output through modal analysis. The proposed

system is fast and more efficient than conventional voltage stability methods.
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Chapte r 1

NTRODUcnON

The phenomenon of vol~ instability in electric power systems is

characterized by a progressive decline of voltAge, which can occur

because of the inability of the power system 10 meet increasing demand

for reactive power. The processof voltage instabi lity is generally triggered

by some Connof disturbanceor change in operati ng conditions that crea te

increased demand for reactive power in excess of what the system is

capable of supplying. The dynamic characteristics of loads. location of

reactive compensation devices and other control actions such as those

provided by load lap changing transformers, automatic voltage regula ting

equipment. speed governing mechanism on generators are important

factors which affect voltage stability .

In recent years.e lectric power utilities are forced to transmit maximwn

possible power through existing networks due to environmental.

economical and regulatory changes . As a resul t of load growth without a

corresponding increase in either the generation or transmission capacity,

many power systems operate close to their voltage stability boundaries.

Many utilities around the world have experienced major black-outs caused

by voltage instability .

When a power system is operating close to its limits. it is essential for the

operators to have a clear knowledge of its operating state. A number of

special algorithms and methods have been proposed in the literature for

the analysis of voltage instab ility. But these traditional methods requi re



significandy large computations andare not efficient eeo ugh for real-time

use in energy management system. Hence. there is a need for an

alternative approach. which can quickly detb:t potentially dangerous

situation and alleviates the power system from possible collapse or

blac kout. To meet the above challenge., this thesis proposes a new and

cost-effective solution based 00 fuzzy..expc:rt system.

The aim of the thesis is as foUows:

To investigate threetraditional methods of voltage stability indices with

the help of a simple system. The three meth ods arc singular value

decomposition, L index and QV curves. The analysis of these methods

will bring out the basic concepts involved in voltage stab ility along with

the ir limitations.

To apply modal analys is along with continuatioo power flow for voltage

stabili ty analysi s of a powe r system. Thesemethods aim to overcome the

limitations ofthc traditional methods.

To review expert systems and fuzzy logic: concepts. This will lay a

foundation for the undemanding of the proposed fuzzy-expert system . To

get further insight into this alternative approach. a simple method using

fuzzy sets for voltagc-rcactive power control to improve the system

voltage level is investigated.

To design a fuzzy..expen system for voltage stability monitoring and

control. The designed fuzzy-ex pert system is investigated and compared

with modal analysis output Extensive simulations are carried out to

valida te the usefulness of this new approach.



The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter two reviews the coocepts of

voltage stabil ity followed by the description of the threemost widel y used

techniq ues for the anal ysis o f voltage stability in power systems. A simple

5 bus system is used to highlight the Iimiutions of these tradi tiooal

methods. Chapter three gives a detailed description of modal analysis for

voltage stab ility eval uation followed by the si mulation results of the IEEE

30 bus system and the New England39 bus syste m. Thi s chapter form s the

basis for the development of fuzzy-cxpert system. Chapter four presents

the theory behind fuzzy-cxpert systems . In chapter five. a simple

application of fuzzy logic to power system is shown to emphasize the

theory deve loped in chapter four. A modified lEEE 30 bus system is used

as an example to illustrate this method. Chapter six gives a detailed

description of the fuzzy-cxpert system for voltage stabi lity monitoring and

contro l. The New England 39 bus system is taken as case study to

illustrate the proposed procedure . It highlights the database and ruleba.sc

design. In the database design, the key syste m variabl es that are usedto

monitor the voltage stab ility are transformed into fuzzy domain to obtain

thei r appropria te mem bership functions_ 'The rulebase comprises a set of

productio n rules that fonn the basis for logical reasoni ng conductedby the

inference engi ne . These producti on rules relate key system variabl es to

stabili ty. To val idate the proposed system . simulation results are compared

with modal ana lysis outpu t Finally, chapter seven concl udes the thesi s

with some recomme ndatio n for future work..



Chapter Z

VOL TAGE STABIT.1n' ANAL YSIS IN POWER SYSTE MS

l..l la troda ctioa

Voltage contro l and stabil ity problems are not new to the electric utility

industry but are now rece iving special attenti on. Maintaining an adequate

vo ltage leve l is a major concern because many utilities are loading their

bulk transmission networks to the ir maximum possible capac ity to avoid

the cap ital cost of building new lines and generation facilities. Load

gro'Nth without a corresponding increase in transmission capacity has

brou ght man y power syste ms close to their voltage stability boundaries. In

this context. the terms "v oltage stability", "v oltage collapse " occur

freque ntly in the literature .

lEEE comm ittee report [I] defines the following terminology related to

voltage stability:

"Voltage Stability- is the ab ility of a system to maintain voltage SOtha t

when load admittance is increased. load power will increaseand that both

power and voltage arc controll ab le

"Voltage Co llapse" is the process by which voltage instab ility leads to

very low voltage profile in a signi fican t pan o f thc system .

"Voltage Instability" is the absence of voltage stability and results in

progressive voltage decrease ( or increase ). Voltage instability is a

dynamic process . A power system is a dynamic system. In contrast to rotor

angle stability , the dynamics mainly involve the loads and the means for

voltage control.



A system enters a state of vo ltage instab ility when a distw'bance, increase

in load, or system change causes voltage to drop quickly or drift

downward and operators automatic system controls fail to halt the decay .

The voltage decay may take j ust a few seco nds or 10 to 20 minutes. If the

decay continues unabat ed. steady-sta te angular instability or voltage

collapse will occur.

1.1 Voltage Sta bi liry Pb eDomflioD (2]

Voltage collapse is in general caused by either load variations or

contingencies. The following illustration considers voltage collapsedue to

load variations. The basic configuration usedto exp lain voltage collapse is

shown in Fig. 2.1.

P+ j Q

V2: recei ving end load voltage

VI : sending end vo ltage

X: reactance of the line

5 : load angle

Fig.2. 1 Sam ple two bus pow er system

In this circ uit, a synchronous generator is connected to a load through a

loss less transm ission line. The load is desc ribed by its real and reactive



powers P, Q and the load voltage V2 (3). The governing algebra ic

relations are

p . IVIIIV2I ,in.
X

Q • .IV2I' + Ivq1V2I =.
X X

( 2.1 )

( 2.2 )

Under steady-state conditions, equations (2.1) and (2.2) represent the

voltage/power relation at the load end of the circuit

1 . 2 .---~---~--~--~---~--~-----,

~;=:;====::::=~~=:::::::~V.'.'1 '~D~.9 5 PF_O.95 lead

-;-0 .8

5

.

....lO.4

D.2

Vl _1 .0 PF-O.95lag

1.4, .2D.4
DD~---::-':----::":---~--~'---~--:-':-----.J

Fig.2.2 Voltage-Power characte ristics for different VI and

power ractors (3]



Fig. 2.2 show's the plot of load woltage versus real power for seven.I

power faetor"S and di fferent scndi ng-cnd voltages . The graph of these

equations is a parabola. In the region corresponding to the top half of the

curves, the load voltage decreases as the receiving-end power increases.

The nose poin ts of these curves represents the maximum power that can

theoretical ly be de livered to the load If the load demand were to increase

beyond the max imum transfer level , the amount of actual load which can

be suppli ed as well as the n:ceivi ng..end voltage will decrease. These

curves indica le that there are two poss ible values of vo ltage for eac b

loadi ng. The system cannot be opera ted in the lower portion of the curve

even though a mathematical solution exists . Consideran operating point

in the lower portio n ofthc curve . If an additional quanti ty of load is added

under this condi tion, this added load will draw additional curre nt from the

system . The resulti ng drop in voltage in this operatin g state would more

than offset the increase in curre nt so tha t the net effect is a drop in

de livered power. [f the load att emp ts to restore the demanded power by

some means, such as by increasing the c urrent, the voltage will decrease

even further and faster . The process will eventually lead to voltage

collapse or avalanche, poss ibly leadin g to loss of synchronism of

generating units and a major blac kout

In • larger system, apan from load dynami cs, other dynam ics such as

generato r excitation control. o n load lap changer ( OLTC s ), static vat

co mpensator ( SVC ) controls, thermostat controlled loads . etc , play an

importan t role in the voltage stability of the system . The radial system

shown below presents a clear picture of the voltage stabil ity problem and

its associ ated dynam ics ( I].



Ge nerato r 10 trip

\

<.

Residenti al Load,
LT~

Industri a.!Loa,
/

Line 10 trip

t-- - ----I-- --+-- - -I----1( Primary Cap ac itors

Indu strial not

on LTC

Fig.2.3 Radial system with some of the elements that play key role in the

voltage stability (I)

In the abov e system, two types of loads are considered: residential and

industrial Res idential load has a relativel y high power factor and tends to

drop with voltage. On the other band, industrial load has low power facto r



anddoesnot varymucb with voltage . If this system is heavily loaded and

operating ocar its voltage stab ili ty limit. a smaU increase in load ( active

or reactive ). a lossofgeneration or shunt compensation, a drop in sending

end 'VOltage can bring about voltage inmbility. Assuming that one of the

above mentioned changes bappeo and rece1ving end 'VOltage falls, several

mechani sms come into play.

As residential loads are voltage dependent., the active and reactive load

drops with drop in voltage. while industrial active and reactive loads

whic b are dominat ed by induction motors change little . Th us. the overal l

effect may be the stabi lization of vo ltage at a value slightly less than the

rated val ue.

The next action is the operation of distribution transformer load tap

changers ( LTCs ) to restore distri bution voltages. The residential active

load will increase whi le the industrial reactive load will decrease. The

increasing residential load will in itially outweigh the decrease in reactive

load causing the primary voltage to fall further. In this scenario . the on

load tap changers ( OLTCs ) may be close to their limits. primary vo ltage

at around 90% and distribution vo ltage below oonnal.

Industrial loads served from the primarysystem witho ut LTCs will be

exposed to the reduced voltage levels . This greatly increases thestalli ng of

inductio n motors. When a motor stal ls. it will draw increasi ng reactive

curre nt, bringing down the voltage on the bus. This results in a cascade

stal ling of other inductio n motors resulting in a localized voltage colla pse .

Since . most large inducti on moto rs are controlled by magnetical ly held

con tectcrs , the voltage collapse woul d cause most motors to drop off from



the system. Thi s loss of load will cause the voltage to recover . However ,

the recovered voltage will again result in the contaetor closing, molar

stallin g and another collapse. Thus, this loss and recovery of the load can

cause alternate collapse:and recovery of vo ltage .

From the abo ve discussion, it is clear that voltage stabi lity is

essen tial ly a slow dynamics and is affected by the nature and type of load

and other control actions.

Power systems have become more complex and are being operated close r

to their capability limits due to economi c and environmental reasons

While thesetre nds have contributed to angle instab ility, it is clear from a

study of recent incidents of system failures [1.4l that, it is voltage

instab ility that is the major factor in these failures.

2J Voltage Coll_pse I.ti de.ts [4]

Throu ghout the world,. there have beend isturbanus involving voltage

collapse over the Iasl:twenty years wilh the majority of these occurrences

since 1982. Two typical examples of voltage collapse occurrences are the

1987 Frenc h and Tokyo power system failures.

In France on January 12, 1987 at 10:30 a.m. one hour before: the incidenl

occurr ed, !he voltage level was normal despi te very low temperance

outside. For various reasons, three thermal units in one generating station

failed in success ion between 10:55 and 11:41 a.m . Thirteen seconds later ,

a fourth unit tripped as the result of operation of the maximum field

current protection circuit This sudden loss in generation led to a sharp

voltage drop . This drop in voltage increased thirty seconds later and

10



sprea d 10 adjacen l areas. resulting in the trippi ng of other generatin g units

on the system within a span of few minutes. As a result. 9000 MW were

lost on the French system between 11:45 and 11:50 am- Normal voltage

leve ls were restored rapidly after some load shedding took pIacc on the

system .

In the same year on July 23, Tokyo 's power syste m also experienced the

voltage collapse phenomena. The temperature rose to39 °C and as a

result, there was a sharpincrease in the demandd ue to the extens ive use

of air-ccnditicners. The SOO KV voltages beganto sink ( to 460 KV ) and

eve ntual ly the over current protection on the SOO KV lines operat ed. As a

result, seve n SOO KV substations werewithout supply. Thi s resulted in the

loss of 8000 MW of load for about threehOUlS. It is interestin g to note that

during all th is time , there was no indicatio n or abnormal operatio n which

would have alerted the operators to the impending disaster. The only

indication that something out of the ordinary happening was that the rate

of rise of Ute load was 400 MW/minut e, which was twice as much:as ever

recorded before.

1.4 Facton Co ntri b utilt&to Voltage lD!tability lCoilapse (5]

Based on the voltage collapse incidents described in references I and 4,

the voltage collapse can becharacterized as follows:

The initiati ng event may be due to a variety of causes : smal l gradual

changes such as natural increase in system load, or large sudden

disturban ces such as loss of a genera ting unit or a heavily loaded line.

Some times, a see mingly uneventful initial distwbance may lead to

successive events that eventual ly cause the system to collapse .

11



The heart of the problem is the inability of the system to meet its reactive

demands. Usual ly. but not always, voltage collapse involves system

conditions with beavily loaded lines. When the transport ofn::active power

from neighbori ng areas is difficult. any change that calls for additional

reactive po~ suppo rt may lead to voltage collapse.

The voltage collapse generally mani fests itself as a slow decay of vo ltage.

It is the result of an accum ulative process involving the actions and

interactions of man y devices . contro ls and protective systems. The time

frame of collapse in such cases could be of the order of several minutes .

Thus. some of the major factors contributing to voltage instability can be

swnmarized as follows :

sudden increasein load .

rap id on- load transfonner tap changing.

lev el of series and shunt compensation..

reactive power capability ofgenerators.

response of various co ntrol systems.

2..5 Voltllge Sta bility Aa.lysis

As incidents of voltage instabil ity become more common and systems

continue to be loaded closer to their stability limits. it becomes

imperative that system operators be provided with tools that can iden tify

potentiallydangerous situation leading to voltage collapse . A number of

special algorithms have beenproposedin the literature [6} for the analysis

of voltage instability . Few of them are :

(I ) Singular Value Decomposition.

(2) 'L ' Index.

12



(3 ) PV on<! QV curves.

(4) Eigenvalue Deco mposi tion.

(5) V-Q Sensitivity.

(6) Energy Based Measure .

In this chapter, the tim three methods are discussed in detail because

they arc commonly used in the electric power industry . While. singular

value decomposition and 'L ' Lodexprovide the necessaryanalytical tools

in identifying voltage collapse phenomena. PV and QV curves are the

more traditional methods used as voltage collapse proximity indicators

( VCPI ) in industry today. PV curves have already been discussed with

respect to the simple two bus power system in section 2.2.

l.5.1 Singula r value dKompoll ition

In 1988, Tiran uchit and Thomas {7] pro posed a global voltage stab ility

index:based on the minimwn singular value of theJacobian . They showed

that a measure of the aeames.s o f . matrix A to singularity is its minim um

singul ar value. An important aspect to be considered when deriving

corrective control measure is the questio n - bow close is thc Jacobian to

being singular? " .

To exam ine the above question. cons ider the fol lowing basic problem:

given a matrix A. determine conditions on perturbatio n matrix A such that

A '" M is singular. Note that if A is non-singular, one may write

(2.3 )

The term (I '" A _I d A) can be shown to have an inverse if

13



1A-l liAI < l , which is guaranteed if ld AI < ~.Hence. a~

of nearness of matrix A to singularity is the Dumber IA ...r.
To get a better understanding of the use of this voltage stabili ty index,

considera set of non-linear algebraic equations in matrix format given by

f , (x )

' y (2 .4 )

Given y and {{xl, we want to solve for x, This can be done by Newton

Rhapsoniterative method, where old values of x are usedto genera te new

valuesof x Le.

( 2.S )

~. J is an invertib le matrix, cal led the Jacob ian matrix.

The Newton-Raphson method can be applied to solve the load flow

problem. The powe r flow equations in polar co-on1inates are as follows :

Q,; = V,; .~Yh V. sin(9,;. + 0 ,; - 0 . )

PIt. Q It :scheduled real. and reactive power 5I.lpplicd to bus K

VIt.V . : bus vo1taaes Ill: bus Kand n

6 1t. 6 • : phase angles of the bus voltages II bus K UId n

eIt . : adm ittan ce angle

YIt. : elements of the bus admittance matrix

( 2.6 )

( 2.7 )



For the power flow problem

(28 )

(29)

qx) - [P(X)]
Q(x)

The Jacobian matrix for the power flow is of the fonn :

[~ ~]J = 00, 0 V,
o Q, o Q,
~ av,

The inverse of the matrix J is given by

)" 1 = ..!... AdjJ
~I

(2.10 )

(2.11 )

(2 .12 )

If ~I - 0, then the Jacobian is non-invertible or singular. The singular

value decomposi tion of the Jacobian matrix gives a measure of the system

closeness to voltage collapse . As the power system moves towards voltage

collapse. the minimum singular value of the Jacobian matrix approaches

zero,

1.5.1 L index

In 1986, Kessel and Glavitsch [8] proposed a fast voltage stability

indicator. This method provides a means to assess voltage stability

without actua lly computing the operating point. Consider a two bus

system as shown in Fig.2.4

ts
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Fig.2.4 Line model for two bus system

The properties of node I can be described in terms of the admittance

matrix of the system.

( 2,13 )

VII' VIZ' YZl ' Yn form the admittance matrix [Y] ands, is the complex

power.

81 :::: VI I:

Equation 2.13 can be written as

VI+ ~V2 -~
VII VLI VI

VIZ + v. V; = -y,S;

"

I'

(2. 14 )

(2. 15 )



It is shown in reference (8) that the solution of equation 2.IS indica tes

thestab ility limit ofthe power system. At this point

1

1+ J.I. _ 5_, _ 1
Y;l ¥I E · VE

2
(2.16 )

This relation can be usedto define an indica tor L at each bus for the

assessment of the voltage stabilily . It 's range is 0 S Lj S I.

The global indicator dcscnbing the stabil ity of the complete system is the

maximwn of aU l..t values at each and every bus. The indicator L, is a

quantitative measure for the estimation of the distance of the actual stare

of the system to the stab ility limit. Th e local indicators L, can be used to

determine the buses from which voltage collapse may originate.

2.5J QV Cunes (9)

QV curves arc prese ntly the workhorse method of voltage stab ility analysis

al many utilities . The QV curves show the sensitivity and varia tion of

bus voltages with respect to reacti ve power injections. They are usedfor

the assessmen t o f the voltage stab ility o f the system. They show the mega

va ll am pere reacti ve ( MVAR ) and vo ltage margins to instabili ty and

provide infonnation on the effectiveness of reacti ve power SOUlCCS in

controlling the vo ltage in different parts of the system.

17
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/

Fig.2.S Sam ple QV CUlVC

For each QV curve,' reactive power source is placed at the selected

bus (QV bus ) to move its voltage in . given range, V_ to V-.. by.

given step size Vwp. At each voltage step, the power flow is solved to

compute the required MYAR injec tion Qi, at the QV bus for holding its

voltage at Vi. The points of QV curves are computed by starting from the

existing voltage, Vo and zero MVAR injection and increasing the voltage

until V..-. is reached or the power flow fails to solve. Then the system is

reset to the init ial condition at Vo and the QV computation proceeds in the

"



opposit e direction by decreasing the voltage until VIIIia is reached or the

power flow becomes unsolvabl e. Fig.2.5 shows a typical QV curve .

The voltage difference Vo-Vc and the value of Qc provides the voltage and

MVAR stability margins at the bus and the slope of the curve provides the

sensitivity information.

2.6 Simulation R~ults and Disc::uuioDS

In this sect ion, a simp le 5 bus system is tak en as a case study to verify the

algorithms discussed in the previous sections. The single line diagram is

shown in Fig.2.6 (10) . The line and bus data for the 5 bus system is shown

in Appendi x A. In this system, bus J is the reference ( slack ) bus whi le

buses 2,3,4 and 5 are considered load ( PQ ) buses. The test system is

studied without co nsidering any limit on the generators.

Fig.2.6 Single line diagram of the 5 bus system
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The system is driven from an initial opera ting point (base case) up

to the collapse ( bifurcation) point by cha nging the loading factor.

Loading facto r is a sca lar parameter used to sim ulate the system load

changes tha t drives the system from base case to the bifurcatio n point.

The term "bifurcation" (II) in power systems can be explained as

follows: For a load condit ion, in addition to nonna l load-flow solution ,

which is typica lly the actual operat ing point or stable equilibrium

point ( s.e.p ), severa l solutions may be found for the load-flow equati ons.

The "closes t" one to the s.e.p. is the unstabl e equilibrium point ( u.e.p ) of

intere st for voltage collapse studies [12]. These equilibrium point s

approach eac h other as the system is loaded, up to the point when only one

solut ion exists . If the system is loaded further , all system equilibria

disappear . The " last" equ ilibrium has been identified as the steady -state

voltage collapse point. Th is point is known as saddle- node bifurca tion

point. At this bifurcation point. the real eigen value of the load- flow

Jacobian becomes zero , that is., the Jacobian beco mes singu lar.

2.6.1 Singular value decomposition

Simulation results of the singular value decomposition method for the 5

bus system is shown in Fig.2.7. In this method, the system cou ld not be

loaded beyond a load ing factor of 3.3 bec ause of the divergence of the

load flow solution. Loading factor of 3.3 corresponds to a total load of

544.5 MW.

2.
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Fig.2.7 Singular value decomposition for 5 bus system

From Fig.2.7, it can be said that as the loading facto r is increased from the

basecase , the minimwn singular value decreases and finally approac hes

zero at the collapse point For example, the minimwn singular index is

0.8986 at • loading factor of 3.3 ( ncar the stability limit ). very close 10

the collapse point Hence. the minim um singular val ue gives a measure of

the nearness to instability or in other words ' di stanee to collapse' . The

system is said to have co llapsed when the minimwn singular value of the

Jacob ian is zero. It can be seen from the abovefigure that at or near the

co llapse point, the singular index is very sensitive to load changes and

hence there is a sharp drop in its value. Thus, this index fails when the

system is operating close to its limits. Another major disadvantage of this

method. is the large computatio n time required to calcula te the minimum

singular value for larger systems.

"



2.6.2 L lades

Simulation results oftbe "L" index method for the 5 bus system is shown

in Fig.2.8 and Fig.2.9.

f ig.2.8 L index of individual load buses for 5 bus system
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Fig.2.9 System L index for S bus system

From Fig.2.8, as the loading factor is increased, the L index of bus S

approaches more rapidly towards unity than ccer buses . When the L

index is unity, the system co llapses. For instance, near the coll apse

point ( loading factor of 3.3 ), the L index of bus S is 0.1 16S, while for

buses 2, 3 and41he L indices are 0. 1921, 0.1901, 0.1926 respective ly. The

maximum of these is 0.116S. ThIs represen ts the system L index, which

gives a quantitative measure for the estimation of the distance of the

actual slate cf tbe system to the stabi lity limit, Fig.2.9 shows the system L

index and the correspondi ng bus vo ltage for the 5 bus system. The local L

index permi ts the determina tion of those buses from which colla pse may

originate. In the above simulation, voltage collapse originates from bus S.

This is considered as the critical bus for this system.

2J



Thus. the stability indicator L isable to chanacterize the load flow solution

aDd the potential of the S)'SIemto become unstab le. This is boundto the

load flow model and the assumptio n of a PQnode . 1be modeJ does not

reflect any dynamic behavior. It is based on single node calc ulations and is

therefore easy to calculate. However. it may require substantial

engineeri ng judgm ent in a large system.

1.6J QVeurves

The family of QV CUl'o'CS for the three operating cases: basecase

( Load • 165 MW ). near the stability limit ( Load - S6S MW ). at the

point of instab ility ( Load- 584.53 MW ) are shewn in Fig.2.1O. Fig.2.l l .

Fig.2.12 respectively.

f
..~_ :! .

Fig.2.10 Famil y of QV curves for the base case o f the 5 bus system
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Fig.2.11 Family ofQV curves near the stability limit of the 5 bus system
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Fig.2.12 Family ofQV curves at the collapse point of the 5 bus system

The above QV curves are obtained from a commercially available

software VSTAB 4. J [9]. In this program. lists of buses for which QV

curves are to be generated and the span of each QV curve must be

provided. The span of QV curve is specified by providing the maximum

andminimum voltage level at a bus . The program is initiated by assigning

the parameters QVCRVS '" 1 and SELQVC ""FALSE in the parameter file

of the VSTAB program. For example, consider the base case operating

cond ition of Fig.2.lO. The lists of load buses for which QV curves are to

be generate d are 2, 3, 4 and 5. The span of each QV curve is speci fied by

providing th e max imum voltage level V.... - 1.1 p.u. and minim um

voltage level V""n- 0.2 p.u. The step voltage is 0 .1 p.ll . For the bus 2, the

base case voltage v,: 1.0475 p.u. For this bus, QV curves are gene rated

by solving the series of power flow equations 2.6 and 2.7 until V_ is

reached. Then the system is reset to the initial condition at Vo and the QV

2.



computation is carried out in the opposite direction by decreasing the

voltage . Here, even though V... is assigned at 0 .2 p.u , the power flow

becomes unsolvable at 0.4 p.u, itse lf Hence, com putations are stopped at

this value . Th us, the voltage stab ility margi n V. - V. - 1.0475 - 0.6 

0.4475 p.u and MVAR stability margin is -491 .06 MVAR.

From the abo ve resuns,the following interpretations can be made .

At the base case operating point, all buses have significant reactive

margin. while at the point of instab ility , the buses have virtuall y no

reactive margin . The reactive margin is the MYAR distance from the

operating point to the bottom of the curv e

The re is a signifi can t voltage stabili ty margin for the basecase opera ting

point compared 10 the margin at or near the stabi lity limit For exam ple,

corresponding to the most critical bus i.e . bus 5. the voltage stabil ity

margin for the base case and near the stab ility limit is 0.518 p.u, and

0.1205 p.u respectively.

QV curves can thus be used in the assessment of voltage stabi lity of the

system. Anoth er advantage of this method is the characteristics of test bus

shunt reactive co mpensation can be plotted di rectly on the QV curve . The

operating point is the intersection of the QV characteristic and the reactiv e

compensa tion characteristic. This is use ful since reactive compensation is

often a solutio n 10 vo ltage stability problem. On the other hand, since the

method arti ficiall y stresses a single bus, conclusions should be confirmed

by more rea listic methods. Also, the curves are obta ined by a seri es of

power flow simuJations which makes it more time consuming.
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1.7 Lim itAtioa ofTnditionaJ Methods in Voltage Sta bility Ana lysis

The steady- state techniques described in the previous sectio n have not

found widespread practical applications due to the fo llowing

shortcomings:

they do DOl provide practical margins to measure the stab ility of the

system .

they provide little or no information regarding the mechanism of

instability.

they focus on the strength of individual buses and not from the system

wide perspec tive.

they make significant modeling assumptions such as constant generator

voltages or constant impedan ce loads and such assumptions may eliminate

factors which influence system stab ility .

From the analys is of the tradi tio nal methods . it can be concluded that the

most important aspect of a practical voltage stabi lity index is the

com putatio n effort and hence not useful for real-time use in energy

manage ment system ( EMS ). Moreover . thesemethods depend large ly on

conven tional power flows to determ ine the voltage col lapse leve ls of

various points in a networ k. Furthermore. this approach is labo rious . time

conswning and requires anal ysis of mass ive amounts of dataas the size of

the power system increases . When the power system is operating close to

its lim its. it is essential for the operator to have a clear knowledge of the

operating state of the power system . Thus. for on-line applications. there is

a need for tools which can quickl y detect the potential ly danger ous

situations of voltage instability and provide guidance to steer the system

away from voltage collapse . Recen tly. efforts to improve the speed and



ability to handle stressed power system have led to the development of

inte lligent systems.

2.8 Need for ESpl' rt Syste DlJ in Electric Power Syste m

In. recent yean. researc h in the field of artific:ial intelligence ( AI ) has

achieved signific:ant success. Among the most signific:ant of these is the

cevetcpment of ..Expert.. or MKnowlcdge-Basecr systems and MAtti fic:ial

Neural Networks ( ANNs )" . Expert systems and ANNs are subsets of AI.

Both these areas have attract ed a widespread interest in the field of power

system appl ic:arions. Reference (13] presents a global view of knowledge

engineerin g applications and tools available in the field of power systems .

Expert systems is a branch of AI thai makes extensi ve use of specialized

knowledge to solve problems at the level of a human expe rt. That is. an

expert system is a computer syste m which em ulates the decis ion-making

abil ity of a bwnan expert. It cons ists of two main components:

knowledge-basc: and the inference engine. The expert systems will be

treatedindelailinchapter4.

Expert systems offer a number ofadvamages (14]:

Ass ist HwnanExperts

An expert system can reduce tedi ous and redundant manual tasks and

thereby enhance productivity leadi ng 10efficient operation.

Flexibility

Eacb production rule represen ts a piece of knowledge relevant to the task.

Hence it is very convenient to add. remove and modi fy a rule in the

know ledge base as experience is gained

Rap idity



The expert system can provide more rapid reaction to emergency events

than human operators. This is very useful in power system operation.

In the power system area, expert system applications has been mainly

devoted to power system operations [14]. This is because the operation of

power systems has become very complex and operators are unable to deal

with the large amount of data associated with the modem energy

management system. Also, power system operation experience is lost

when experienced operators retire or change jobs. It is important to

preserve this valuable experience as it is not contained in any textbook or

manual. Thus, expert systems can assist in decision-making and minimize

errors by human operators.

2.9 Summary

In this chapter, the basic concepts, analytical tools and industry experience

related to voltage stability analysis of power systems are reviewed.

Advantages and disadvantages of the traditional methods are highlighted

by simulating a simple 5 bus system. From the simulation results, it can be

concluded that the existing methods require significantly large

computations and are not useful for real-time use in energy management

system. Hence, an alternate approach, such as the applicat ions of artificial

intelligent techniques to power systems in general is discussed.

To enhance the capabilit ies of the EMS, an integrated approach of

knowledge-based systems ( artificial neural networks and expert systems )

and conventional power system solution methodologies has to be adopted.

This approach has the potential to achieve secure and economic operation

of the power system.
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Cha pter 3

COm1NUATION POWER FLOW AND MODAL AN ALYSlS

3.1 lDtrodadio.

With the growing conccm for voltage instability in the power system

indusuy, much attentioo bas been given to investi gating this phenomenon.

As a resul t, a number of techniques have been deve loped to study the

prob lem. However, well accepted cri teria andstudy procedures regarding

system voltage stability do not yet exist. Many utilities continue to use

post-c ontingency voltage dec line as an indicator of voltag e stab ility, while

some others use perfonnance criteria based on either PV or QV curves.

Thus . there is a need to develop a practicalproced ure whi ch utili ties can

app ly as part of their routine studi es. Also. results of voltage stability

anal ysis using power flow based static techniques need to be val idated

using detailed time-domain simul ation too ls. such as the Transi ent

Midterm Srabili tyPrograms which are simi lar to EPRI ' s ETMSP {IS].

Static anaJysis is based on the solutioa of co nventi onal or modi fied power

flow equati ons . A popular tool for static based voltage stabil ity anal ysis is

EPRI ' s voltage stabi lity ( VSTAB) program [9J. The VST AB. deve loped

by Ontario Hydro. is a voltage stability assessment package for large

co mplex power systems . It provides infonnation regarding both the

proximity to and mechanisms of voltage instabi lity. The mai n features of

the VST AB package are :

Automatic modification of the system state which includes increasing the

load in a predefi ned manner, creating new dispatc hes, perform ing sets of

co ntingencies.
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Comprehensive voltage stabi lity analysis like PV curves, QV curves and

modalana lysis.

Determ ination of Megawatt ( MW ) or Megavar ( MVAR ) distan ce to

voltage instability, which can indicate modes of instability cbaracterized

by groups of buses, Imncbes and gencTators which puticipate in the

instabili ty.

Capability to ob tai n the nose of the PV curves using the continuatio n

power flow .

Steady state approximations to time frames associated wtth UlTC actio n.

governo r response, Automatic Generator Co ntrol ( AGe ) action and

economic dispatc h.

Voltage stability anal ysis technique based on the eigm-analysis of the

reduced steady state Jacob ian matrix is referred to as modalanalysis. It

provides measures of proximity to instabil ity and clearly indicates

areas ( modes ) whic h have potential sta bi lity problems. The modal

analysis alon g with continuation plwcr flow tec hnique [16.17] have been

applied to voltage stability analysis of practi cal systemS. In the following

secnoes, these rwo techniques are discussed in detail. supple mented by the

simulation results of typical test systems using VSTAB and EPRI 's

Interactive Power Flow ( IPf1.O W ) [ 18J tools .

3.2 Coati a uation Powcr Flow TKhaiqllc

A pernculardifficulty encountered in indices mentioned in section 2.5.,

is that theJacobian of a Newton-Raphson power flow becomes singular at

the voltage stab ility limi t. Conseq uently, co nventional power-flow

algorithm s are pro ne to convergence problems at operating co nditions

near the stabil ity limit The continuati on power-flow anal ysis overcomes
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this problem by reformulating the power-flow equations so that they

remain well-conditioned at all possible loading conditions.

3.2.1 Basic principle

This technique was proposed by Ajjarapu and Christy in 1992 [19]. The

continuation power-flow analysis uses an iterative process involving a

predictor-corrector scheme as shown in Fig.3.l.

'1-~~-

~- -

o

Fig.J.1 An illustration of the continuation power flow technique

From a known initial solution (A), a tangent predictor is used to estimate

the solution (B) for It specified pattern ofload increase. The corrector step

then determines the exact solution (C) using a conventional power-flow

analysis with the system load assumed to be fixed.

3.2.2 Mathemat ica l (ormulalion

When the objective is to obtain the maximwn loadability point of a system,

the problem can beformulated as

F(o, v)• .lK

J3

(3.1)



where , 6 is the vecto r ofbus voltage angles

I/' is the vector of bus voltage magnitude

K is the vector representing percent load changeat eec b bus

A is the load parameter

Equation 3.1 can be re-written as

F(6 . v .l).O

In the predictor step , a linear approximation is usedto predict the next

solutio n for a change in one ofme state variabl es (i.c. 6 , 1/', A ). Taking

thc derivati ves ofboth sides of the equation andevaluating the derivatives

at thc initial so lution. will result in thc fo llowi ng set of linear equations in

matri x form:

( 3.2 )

To account for one more equation due to thc introd uction of an additionaJ

variab lc in the power flow equations ( nam c ly A )..onc of the components

of the tangen t vector is set to +1or - I . This component is referred to as the

continuation parameter. Equation 3.2 now becomes

(3.3)

where . e. is . vect or where all the entries are zero , except for the variable

which is chosen as theco ntinuation parameter. where the entry is ' I ' .

Initia lly, the co nti nuation parame ter is chosen as A ( load param etcr )

and the sign of its slope is positive . Howev er , once the tangen t vector is

found, the co ntinuati on parameter is selected as the bus voltage with the

largest entry in the tange nt vecto r and its sign is used during the next



predictor step . Once the tangent vector is found. the next solution can be

appro ximated as:

(3.4 )

The step size (T should be chosen so that a solution would exist for the

speci fied co ntinuation param eter . lf for a given step size. a solution cannot

be found in the corrector step. the step sizeshould be reduced unti l a

successful so lution is obtained.

In the corrector step. the original set of equations F (o , v• .l) - O is

augment ed by one equation that specifies the value of the sta te variable

selected as conti nuation paramete r. The new set of equations can be

written as

(3.S )

where "k is the state variable that bas beenselected as the co ntinuatio n

param eter and 1] is equal to It- . lltis set of equations is so lved using

Newto n-Raphson power flow method. The introduction of the extra

equatio n mak es the Jacobian to be no~ingular at the maxi mwn

loadability po int and hencea solution can be obtained.at that point

3J Mod.1 An.lysis [5)

The Modal anal ysis for voltage stabili ty is briefly discussed belo w.

Consi der the linearized power flow equation expres sed as

"



[OP] [I~ IN] [110]
6Q = Jo- JOW !N

.c\P is the incremental chan ge in bus real power .

(3.6)

6Q is the incremen tal chan ge in bus reactive power injection.

1.\9 is the incre mental chang e in bus voltage angle.

<1V is the inc remen tal change in bus voltage magnitude .

1.... J,y, Jo . ' Jo v are the power now Jacobian elements.

System voltage stabil ity is affected by both real and reactive power.

However , at eac h operating point the real power is kept constant and

voltage: stability is eval uated by co nsidering the incremen tal re lations hip

betweenreacti ve power and vol tage . This is anal ogous to the Q- V curve

approach. Altho ugh incremental chan ges in real power are neglected in

the formulation, the effects of chan ges in system load or power transfer

levels are taken into account by studying the incremental relati onship

betwee n reactive power and voltage at different operating conditions.

To red uce ( 3.6 ), let AP - O. then

6Q - [Jov- JQ' J ,./J ,.•} :1V

- J.Ii.V

( 3.7 )

where.

3.



J. is called the reduced Jacobian matrix of the system. J . is the matrix

which directl y relates the bus voltage magnitude and bus reactive power

injection. Eliminati ng the real power and angle part from the system

steady sta le: equa tions allows one to fucus OD the study of the reactive

demand and.supp ly problem.

Voltage stability characteristics of the system can be identified by

computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors o f the reduced Jacobian

matrix J • . Let.

J. "' ': A 1]

where,

q right eigenvector matrix of J• .

1] left eigenvector matrix of J• .

A diagonal eigenvalue matrixofJ• .

and

J . -I
... ; K I 1]

From ( 3.7 ) and( 3.9 ). we have.

6 V . ~ A.~1] h. Q

6V - ~ ~( ; 6 Q

( 3.8 )

(3 .9)

( 3.10)

(3 .11)

(3 .12 )

Each eigenval ue A.I and the corresponding right and left eigenvectors

; i and 1] i define the i lll mode of the Q-V response .

Since ; 01 = '7. eq uatio n 3.10 can be written as

1]6 y - A'11]h.Q

v · A..I q

where , v · 1]6 Y is the vector of modal voltage variations.

q '" 1]6 Q is the vector of modal reactive power variation .
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Thus forthe jill mode,

I
Vi - :r:- q; ( 3.13 )

lfA. ; > O. the i lll modal voltage and the i lll modal reacti ve power

variation are along the same direction. indicating that the system is

vo ltage stable . [f A.i < 0, the i lll modal voltage and the jill modal

reactive power variation are along opposite direction, indicating that the

system is unsta ble. In this sense , the magnitude of l i detennines the

degree of stab ility of the illl modal voltage . The smaller the magni tude of

positive l i> the closer the jill modal voltage is to being unstable.

wh en z. i - O, the i lll modal voltage collapses because any change in that

modal reacti ve power causes infinite change in the modal voltage .

The magnitud e of the eigenvalues can provide a relative meas ure of the

proximity to instabili ty. Eigenvalues do not, however , provide an abso lute

measure because of the oon-linearity of the prob lem. The application of

modal anal ysis helps in identifying the vo ltage stabil ity cri tical areas and

eleme nts which pern ctpate in each mode .

The bus participation factors determine the contribution of l. to the V-Q

sensitivity at bus It. Theycan be expressed in terms of the left and righ t

eigenvectors of J R as

(3 .14 )

Bus part icipation factors determine the areas associated with eac h mod e .

The size of bus partici pation in a given mode indica tes the effective ness of

remedial actions appl ied at that bus in stab ilizing the mode.

"



The branch participation factors Pj ; which give the relative participation

of branch j in mode i are given by

P
j
; := L\Q loss for branch j

max. L\Q loss for all branches
(3 .15 )

The L\Q loss can be calculated by calculating the L\ V and d (J

change at both ends of the branch. Branch participation factors indicate

for each mode, which branches consume the most reactive power in

response to an incremental change in reactive load. Branches with high

participations are either weak links or are heavily loaded. Branch

participations are useful for identifying remedial measures to alleviate

voltage stability problems and for contingency selection .

The generator participatio n factors p.; which give the relative

participation of machine m in mode i are given by

P _.. dQ formachinem
. ' max:. .6.Q for all machines

(3.16 )

The generator participation factors can be used to determine the

generators that supply the most reactive power on demand. Generator

participation provide important information regarding proper distribution

of reactive reserves among all the machines in order to maintain an

adequate voltage stability margin.

3.4 Simula tion Resul ts and Discussions

In this section, two typical test systems: the New England 39 bus system

[9J and the IEEE 30 bus system [20], are simulated to illustrate the modal
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analysis along with continuation power flow technique used for the

voltage stability evaluation.

3.4.1 IEEE 30 bus syste m

The single line diagram of the IEEE 30 bus system is shown in Fig.3.2. In

this system, the load is increased at buses 3,12,21,26 and 3D, while

generation at buses 2,5,8,11 and 13 are scaled accordingly to meet the

increased demand. In this system. the base case system load corresponding

to the selected buses is 45.2 MW.

Fig.3.2 Single line diagram of the IEEE 30 bus system
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If the load in this system is uniformly increased ( constant power factor ).

and the power scaled up accordin gly, the PV curve sbown in Fig.3.3 is

obtained from which it is seen that the \'OItag'C stab ility limit is 179.38

MW.

as :' ··

Fig.3.3 PV curve for bus 30 of the IEEE 30 bus system

Here. the PV CWVl: is obtained up to the nose point using the

continuation power flow technique . On this PV curve, three operating

points are identified :

Point A: basecase condition

41
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Point B: near the voltage stability limit LOAD " 170.2 MW.

Point C: at the voltage stability limit LOAD - I79.3 MW.

Now modal analysis is performed at the three operating poinu to find five

least stable modes for each case. Table 3.1 shows the results of the

analysis for the threeoperating cases,

Table 3. 1 Five smallest eigenval ues for the threeoperati ng cases

Ei.........-- T.... Lood """" mod. """" ecee .......... ( MW) " " " .. "
A <45.1 0.51<45 1 0644 1,7985 3.7182 4.2255

• \ 70.2 0. ISl 8 0.7068 0 ,9707 2.9505 l.2 571

C 179.3 0.0107 0.5697 0.8492 2,3959 2,8459

From Table 3.1.• it is seen that the minimum eigenvalue for operating

points A. B. C are 0.5 145. 0.1538 and 0.0107 respectively. Tab le 3.2

shows bus. branch and geoentor partkipation factors for the basecase

( point A ) and at the voltage stability limit ( point C ) corresponding 10

the least stab le mode ( mode 1# 1 ).

Table 3.2 Participation factors ( P.F ) for basecase and critical case

corresponding 10the leaststable mode.-- Bus Participation BranchParticipatioa """""" .................. "'" No PF Brmcb No P F Gener1uorNo PF

Point A )0 0.2145 4- 12 1 . OOסס I t.cccc

" 0 1940 9-11 0 ,6622 13 0 .5733

" 0.1740 28 -27 0.569\

point e )0 0.47&9 27 -30 t.ooco I i.cooc

" 0.2463 28-27 0,9834



The above analysis shows that as the system toad increases, the magnitude

of the eigenvalue decreases and at the point of instability, it becomes

essentially zero. Table 3.2 indicates that. at the point of instability, buses

30,29 and branches 27-30, 28427 are prone to voltage instability. This can

be just ified from the fact that , for the least stable mode, buses 30 and 29

participate significantly while the rest of the buses do not contribute to

voltage instability. This is evident from their participatio n factors. Table

3.3 gives the voltage stability margin for the three operati ng cases.

Table 3.3 Voltage stability margin for different operating conditions

Operating Point Total Load (MW) Voltage StabilityMargin( MW)

A 45.2 134.1

B 1702 9.1

C 179 ] 0

Voltage stability margin ( VSM ) is a measure of how close the system is

to voltage instability. It is defined as the difference between the values of

a Key System Parameter ( KSP ) at the current operating condition and the

voltage stability crit ical point [17]. Here, KSP is defined as the total load

increase in the selected buses. For example, the voltage stability margin

for the base case operating condition is 134.1 MWand near the stability

limit (operating point B ) is 9.1 MW .

3.4.2 New England 39 bUJsystem

In this section, modal analysis for the New England 39 bus system [9}

is performed.nus system is widely used for voltage stability evaluation.

The single line diagram of the New England 39 bus system is shown in
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Fig.3.4 . Here. the load is increased at buses 3, 4, 12. IS and21. Generation

at 30. 32, 35 and 37 are scaled accordin gly to meet the increased demand.

Fig.3.4 Single line diagram of New England 39 bus system

The PV curve for bus 12 of the New England 39 bus system is shown in

Fig.3.S. Tab le 3.4 shows five least stabl e modes for the three operating

cases. Ope rating point A corresponds to 1424.5 MW, operating point B



corres ponds to 4949.5 MW and operatin g point C corresponds to 4976.8

MW.

2OOO 2S0030003500.tOOO45005000!500
T_~.&olcIoo:l e.-s {YW'l

Fig.3.5 PV curve for bus 12 of the New England39 bus system

Table 3.4 Five smallest eigenvalues for different loading conditio ns- ToW Lood Ei........

Poim ( ><W) mod" mod" mod" mod• • .....,
Point A 1424.5 10.1145 I 22.5085 I 39.8117 1 45.4208 I 61.3524

PointS 4949.5 0.9424 10.5001 16.3547 28.2210 35.0747

poinl e 4976.8 0.0661 9.4517 14.3959 26.9159 32.0200



Table 3.5 gives bus. branch and generato r participation factors for critical

case ( at the point of instabil ity ) correspondin g 10the least stable mode.

Tab le 3.5 Parti cipation facto rs ( P.F ) for critical case ( point C )

corresponding to the least stable mode( mode I )

Bus Participarioa 8RtIth Partiapatioa Gmcmor Puticipatioa

.... No .F _No 'F ,"""",oc No 'F
12

1

0

.

1113
10-32 I 10000 n

1

1 0000. 0.1042 1I o.TIn

" 0.0949

From the above results , it can be concluded that the weakest buses and

branch associated with this system are 12. 4, 14 and 10-32 respective ly.

Table 3.6 shows the volta ge stability margin for the three operating cases

cons idered.

Table 3.6 Voltage stability marginfor the three:operating conditions

()pentirIsPoim: Toul Lo-d ( MW ) vo/l&geSl&bility MaJxin ( MW )- , ' 424,5 l SS2.l

""". I 4949 ,5 27.'

""" C 4976.1 0

3..5 Summary

Thi s chapter bas presented a voltage stability assessment technique for

large power systems using modal analysis in conjunction with

continuation power flow technique . The method computes a specified

number of the smallest eigenvalues of a reduced Jacobian matrix and the

associated bus. branch and generator participations. Two typical test

systems namely lEEE 30 bus system and New England 39 bus system

were used for the purpose of analysis.
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The above two examples clearly indicate how the modes represent areas

prone to voltage instability. Based on the simulation results, the following

conclusions can be reached:

Each eigenvalue corresponds to a mode of voltage/reactive power

variation.

- The modes corresponding to small eigenvalue represent the modes most

prone to loss of stability.

- The magnitude of each small eigenvalue provides a relative measure of

proximity to loss of voltage stability for that mode.

Bus, branch and generator participations provide useful information

regarding the mechanism of loss of stability.

Bus participations indicate which buses are associated with each mode.

Branch participations show which branches are important in the

stability of a given mode.

- Generator participations indicate which machines must retain reactive

reserves to ensure the stability of a given mode.

The modal analysis along with continuation power flow can be used to

determine the voltage stability margin for the base case and a large

number of operating cases

Participation factors for the critical case corresponding to the least stable

mode is most useful for any remedial actions. It clearly identifies groups

of buses and critical bus that participate in the instability and thereby

eliminate the problems associated with traditional methods. Identifying

the critical bus will help in taking appropriate control actions. Hence, in

the subsequent chapters, this method is used as basis for developing an

expert system for voltage stability evaluation.
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Cbapter4

FUZZY~EXPERT SYSTEMS

4.1 la trodu ctioa

As mentioned in chapter two, expert syst ems IUt built based on the

knowledge acquired rrom ckKna.in experts. The knowledge of an expert

system may be represented in a number of ways. One common method of

representing knowledge is in the form ofIF·1HEN type rules. such as

IFthe light is rednlEN stop

If • fact exists that the light is red. this matches the pattern "the light is

red" . The rule is satisfied and performs its action oC-st op".

Expert systems can be considered declarative programmi ng because the

programmer does not specify how a program is to achieve its goaJ at the

level of an algorithm. Expert systems are general ly designed very

differently from conventional programs because the problems usually

have no algorithmic solution and rely on inferences to achieve a

reasonable solution.

The strength of an expert system can beexploited fully when it is used in

conjunction with a database . Changes in the system operating ccediuons

are reflected in the database . The expert system that draws its data from

the database automatically tracks the system operating conditions.

The purposeof this chapter is to introduce the basic theory of expert

systems and fuzzy logic. The concept of membership function plays an

important role in the design of the proposed fuzzy-expert system for
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voltage stability monitoring and control. Hence, it is relevant to exp lore

these concepts in detail to undernand its applicability to power system

problems. One of the objective of thi s thesis is to arrive at a solution that

is fast. reliable and useful for the power system operators . This chaplet

will lay a founda tion in understanding the proposed fuzzy-expertsystem in

order to achieve the desired objective.

In this chapter , the theory of expert system is describedin section 4.2. The

fundamental concepts of fuzzy set theory is explained in section 4.3.

Sectio n 4.4 ltighlights potential applications of fuzzy-set-based approaches

and their relevance to power system prob lems.

4.2 Expe rt System Structure

The structure of an expert system in a general block diagram is

shown in Fig.4.1 (21).

R t---- ----l
Expertise

, Kac ..... ledge-Base ,

,--------T--------,

Expert System

Fig.4.1 Expert system structure
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The above two examples clearly indicate how the modes represent areas

prone to voltage instability. Based on the simulatio n results. the following

conclus ions can be reached:

Each eigenvalue corresponds to a mode of voltage/reactive power

variation.

- The modes corresponding to small eigenvalue represent the modes most

prone to loss of stability.

- The magnitude of each small eigenvalue provides a relative measure of

proximity to loss of voltage stability for that mode.

Bus. branch and generator participations provide useful information

regarding the mechanism of loss of stability.

Bus participations indicate which buses are associated with each mode.

Branch participations show which branches are important in the

stability of a given mode.

- Generator participat ions indicate which machines must retain reactive

reserves to ensure the stability of a given mode.

The modal analysis along with continuation power flow can be usedto

determine the voltage stability margin for the base case and a large

number of operating cases.

Participation factors for the critical case corresponding to the least stable

mode is most useful for any remedial actions. It clearly identifies groups

of buses and critical bus that participate in the instability and thereby

eliminate the problems associated with traditional methods. Identifying

the critical bus will help in taking appropriate control actions. Hence, in

the subsequent chapters, this method is used as basis for developing an

expert system for voltage stability evaluation.
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As shown in Fig.4.1.. the expert system co nsists of two co m ponents. The

knowledge-base and the inference engine. The knowledge-base co mprises

kno wledge tha t is specific 10 the dom ain of applica tion, incl uding simple

facts about the domain, rules tha t describe relations or phenomena. in the

domain andheuristics.

The inference engine actively uses the knowledge in the Imow ledgc-base

and draws co nclusions. The user interface provides smoo th

co mm unication between the user and the system . It also provides the user

with an ins ight into the prob lem-sol ving processexecuted by the inference

engine. It is convenient to view the inference engine and the interface: as

one module. usual ly cal led an expert system shell .

Expe rt syste ms are ofte n desi gned to deal with uncertainty because

reaso ni ng is one of the best tools tha t have been discovered for deal ing

with uncertainty. The uncertainty may arise in the input data to the expert

syste m and eve n the knowledge-base itself. At first this may seem

surpri s ing to people used to conventional programming. However . much

of human knowledge is heuristic. which means that it may only work.

correctly part of the time. In addition, the input data may be incorrec t,

inco mp lete. inco nsiste nt and have other errors . Algo rithmic so lutions are

not capable of deal ing with situations like this.

Depending on the input data and the know ledge-base. an expert system

may come up with the correct answer. a good answe r. a bad answer or no

answer at all. While this may seem shocking at first, the alt erna tive is no

answer all the time .



U Theory of Approrimate Reaso DiDg[2I]

U.l Faz:zy let theory

The theory of uncc:rtainty is based on fuzzy logic:. The traditional way

of representing which objects are memben of a set is in terms of a

c:baracteristic function. sometimes called a discri mination function. If an

object is an element of a set, then its c:haracteristic function is 1. If an

object is DOtan element of a set. then its charac:teristic:function is O. This

defini tion is summarized by the following cheractensec function :

.u... (x)", I ifxisanelementofsetA

o if x is not an element of set A

where the objects x arc elements of some universe X

!,, (x) : X ~ {O,I} ( 4.1 )

In fuzzy sets. an object may belong partially to a set, The degree of

membershi p in • fuzzy set is mea.swed by a generalization of the

characteristi c fuocnon called the membership function or compatibility

functi.ondefi ned as

!,,(x) : X~ [0,1] ( 4.2 )

The characteristic function maps all elements of X into one of exactly

two elements: 0 or 1. In contrast, the membership function maps X into

the codomain of real nwnbers defined in the interval from 0 10 t inclusive.

That is. the membe rship function is a real number
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o s JiA :5 I

where 0 means no membership and I means full membership in

the set. A particular value of the membership function. such as 0.5, is

called a grade of membership

For example. if a person is an adult, then anyone about 7 feet and taller is

considered to have a membership function of 1.0. Anyone less than 5 feet

is not considered to be in the fuzzy set TALL and so the membership

function is O. Between 5 and 7 feet, the membership function is

monotonically increasing with height. This particular membership

function is only one of many possible functions. The membership function

for the Fuzzyset TALL is shown in Fig.4.2

..... /..

Fig.4.2 Membership function for the fuzzy set TALL
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The S-function and n function are two important mathematical

functions that are often used in fuzzy sets as membership functions. They

are defined as follows:

for xSa

, (x;a, p,r )=

.f!..:..!!.-)2 fora Sx Sp
~r -a

I ./ X_ r )2 for p S x:5r-"I.r-a

for x<::r

( 4.3 )

I
/
.

;

/
/

~,

Fig.4.3 The S-function
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Fig.4.4 The n . function

The n -function is shown in Figure 4.4. Notice that the p param eter is

now the bandwidth or total width at the crossover points. The n -function

goes to zero at the points x - r ± p while the crossover points are at

x > r ± ~ .

Fuzzy logic forms the basis of fuzzy-expert systems. In fuzzy-expert

system, the knowledge is captured in natural language which have

ambiguous meanings, such as tall, hot, dangerous and so on, which is

concemed with the theo ry of uncertainty based on fuzzy logic. The theo ry

is primarily concerned with quantifying the linguistic variable into

possible fuzzy subsets . A lingu istic variable is assigned values which are

expressions such as words. phrases or sentences in a natural or artificial
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language . For example. the linguistic variable "he ight" has typical values

likc "dwarf" , "short", "average", "tall","giant". These values arc referred

to as fuzzy subsets. Every element in these fuzzy subsets has its own

degree of membership . Besides dealing with uncertainty , fuzzy-expert

systems are also capab le of modeling commonsense reasoning, which is

very difficuJt for conventional systems .

Fuzzy logic is the logi c of approximat e reasoning. Essential ly,

approximate or fuzzy reaso ning is the inference of a possibl y imprecise

conclusion from a set of possibly imprecise premises . One of the

important type of fuzzy logic is based on Zadeh's theory of approximate:

reasoning [22], which uses a fuzzy logic whose base is Lukasiewicz L
l

logic . In this fuzzy logic, truth values are linguistic variabl es that are

ultimately represented by fuzzy sets.

Fuzzy logic operators based on the Lukasiewicz operators are defined in

the Table 4. 1. x(A) is a numeric truth value in the range [ 0,1]

representing the truth of the propos ition " x is A", which can be

interp reted as the membership grade p,,(x).

Table 4. 1 Fuzzy logic operators

x(A') - x(NOT A) = 1-".(x)

x(A) A x(B) = x(AANDB) = min(".(x), " ,(x»)

x(A) v x(B) = x(AORB) = nnx(". (x), ",(x))

x(A) --> x(B) = x(A -> B) = max[(l -".(x»). ",(x)]
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4.4 Appliatioll or FllZZ)'oSd Theory to Power Systems

One of the fundamental objectives in the management of power systems is

to provide safe and reliabl e electric power at the lowe st possible cost. To

achieve this objec tive , rapid advances in the control and management

technology of power systems has been made. For exam ple, ABS ' s Energy

Managemen t Systems ( EMSYS ) [23) is an innovative. computer-based

information and co ntro l system designed to provide fuji rangeof utility

solutions, from basic SCADA to advanced transm ission system netWOrk

security anddistribution automation appl ications .

During this process , power systems have become even more comple x in

structure and status . This growing complexity is ca using problems to

power system operators, Some of themore eviden t problems are:

rapid increase in the nwnber of real-time messages has made operator

response moredifficult

current numerica l processing software cannot meet the operational

requiremen ts of power systems in some situations. Typi cal example is

process ing difficulty durin g emergency conditions.

most des ign. planning and contro l problems encountered are comp lex and

time consumi ng because of multiple objective funet icns, multi ple

constraints, and complex system interactions .

Analytical solutio n methods exist for many powe r systems operation,

planning and control prob lems . However , the math ematical fonn ulations

of real-world prob lems are derived under certain restric tive assumpti ons

and even with these assumptions, the solutions of large scale power

systems problems is not trivial . On the othe r hand, there are many
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uncertainties in various power systems problems because power systems

are Ialgc. complex and influenced by unexpected events . These facts make

it difficult to effective ly deal wi th many power systems problems through

strict mathematical formulations alo ne. Therefore, expert systems

approaches have emerged in recent years as a complement to

mathema tical approaches and have proved to be effective when properly

coupled together.

Reference [24] gives a bibliographical survey of the research.

development andapplications of expert systems in electric power systems.

As already mentioned. expert systems are buil t based on the knowledge

acquired from domain experts . The expert's empirical knowledge is

generally expressed by language containi ng ambiguous or fuzzy

descriptions. As a result. a nwnber of researchers have app lied fuzzy logic

concept to power system applications. Some of the applications inc lude

fuzzy approach to power system security [25], dynamic generatio n

rescheduling (26]. reacti ve powewvcltage control {27] , short- term load

forecasti ng (28]. prioritizing em ergency control (29J. continge ncy

constrained optimal power flow [30). A more comprehensive list of

app lications of fuzzyset theory to power systems is given in (31).

When fuzzy set theoryis used to solve real problems, the following steps

an: generally followed [31):

step 1 Description of the original problem. The problem to be solved should first

bestated mathematicallyllinguisticall y.

step 2 Definitio n of thresholds for variab les.

step 3 Fuzzyquanti zation. Based on the threshold values from step 2. proper

forms of membership functions are constructed, Many forms of
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In appro ximate reasoning. the attributes included in the rules are given by

linguistic variables. A linguistic variab le measures the proximity of a

given value to a fuzzy set by the grade of membership to the set. Such

gmding of attrib utes are known as uncertai nty factors.

Appro ximate reasoning permits multi-a ttribute evaluation of an input

because every condition included in a rule basa numerical value. rather

than true Of false state as in coaventional expert system

In the overall context of the research, this chapter introduces the theory

behind the proposed fuzzy-expert system for voltage stability monitoring

and control.
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Chapter 5

FUZZY CONTRO L APPROACH TO VOLTAGE PROFlLE

ENHANCEMENT FOR POWER. SYSTEMS

5.1 Introduction

The application of fuzzy set theory to power systems is a relatively new

area of research. Chapcer 4 hashighlighted the basic prin cip les involved in

this area. However, before atte mpting to develop a fuzzy concept for

voltage stabi lity evaluation. the fuzzy set theory is first applied to voltage

reactive powerconuol for power systems.

As the voltage profile of the electric power system coul d be constantly

affected, either by the variations of load Of by the changes of~

configuration. a real-time control is required to alleviate the problems

caused by the perturb ations . The problem is how to accurately co mpose a

voltage control strategy during emergency conditions when complete

system infonnation is not availab le. To overco me this problem.,

adj ustments to the control devices are needed after the perturbations to

alleviate voltage limit violations. This can beachieved by determining the

sens itivity coefficients of the co ntrol devices.

Several papers in the literature exp lore voltage/reactive power control by

means of fuzzy sets (33], heuristic and algorithmic [34J. rule- based

systems [35] etc. In this chapter, a vo ltage-reactive powe r co ntro l model

using fuzzy sets is described which aims at the enhancement of voltage

security. In this model. two linguistic variables arc applied to measure the

proximity of a given quantity to a certain condition co be satisfied. The
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two linguistic variables an: the bus voltage violation level and the

contro lling ability ofcceect devices.These are translated to fuzzy domain

to Cannulate the re latio n between them . A feasible solution set is first

attain ed using mm- operation of fuzzy sets, then the optimal so lution is

determ ined employin g the max- ope ratio n. Themethod was propo sed by

Ching-Tza ng Su and Chien-Tung Lin (36 ).

U Prob~m Sta temeDt

In power system operation, any changes to system topology and power

demand can cause a voltage violation. When a voltage emergency has

bee n identified, control actions must be initia ted, eithe r automatically or

manuall y, to alleviate the abnonnal co ndition. The reaction time is

critical . For exam ple, when a destructive sto rm passes thro ugh an area,

co mmunication systems can be disrupted, red ucing the information

receivedat the system control center. lf bus vo ltages an: beyond desirable

limits during such an emergency, the voltage control prob lem cannot be

solved by co nventional methods i.e., using load flow solution techniques.

This is d ue to inco mplete information needed to construct the system

netwo rk model.

Opti mal control of vo ltage andreactive power is a significant technique for

improvements in voltage profi les of power system . The objective is to

improve the system voltage profile , such that it will lead as closely as

possible to the desired system condition. The network constraints include

the upper and lower bounds of bus voltage ma gnitudes as well as the

adjustab le minimum and maximum quantities of controlling devices.

When a load bus voltage violates the ope ratio nal limi ts, co ntro l actions

must be taken to al leviate the abnormal condition. Conside r an N-bus
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system. with buses I to L as load buses, buses l+ I to N-I as generator

bcses . By adjusting the controlling device on bus J. the voltage

improvem ent of bus i is given by

.:1Vj - S jj.:1Uj (5.1 )

i -I.l • ....• L ; j -l.2. .....• N.I

where, .:1V, is the voltage change ofbus i.

S,j is the sens itivity coefficient ofbus j on bus i.

.:1V/ is the adj ustment ofcon trolling device at bus j .

Sens itivity coefficient in general gives an indica tion of the change in one

system quantity ( eg: bus voltage . MW flow etc . ) as another quanti ty is

varied ( VAR injection, generator voltage magnitude . transformer tap

position etc . ). Here, the assumptio n is that as the adj ustab le variable is

changed, the power system reacts so as to keep all of the power flow

equations solved. As such. sensitivity coeffic ients are linear and are

expressed 15 partial derivativ es. For example . express ion 5.2 represents

the sens itivity of voltage at bus i for reacti ve power injected at busj.

a vo
a Qj

( 5.2 )

Adjustment of the conuolling device is constrained as

.:1Uj '· S .:1Ui s .:1Uj·· ( 5.3 )

where • .:1Uj" and.:1 Uj · · represen t the adjustable minim um and

maximum reactive power.

The load bus voltage deviation should becontrolle d withi n ± 5% of the

nom inal voltage V" · • which can beexpressed as

( 5.4 )
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where. Vi.... ( - 0.95 v··..)and Vi·" ( .. 1.05 V · · · ) are the lower

and upper voltage limits of bus i respectively and Vi is the input of the

system,

SJ Fazzy ModeliDg

Two linguistic variables namely. the bus voltage violation level and the

controlling ability of controlling devices are modeled in the fuzzy domain

as follows

~.J.l Bus voltlge violatioD level

The membership function of the bus voltage violations is shown in Fig.5. l .

The maximum deviation of the bus voltage is .6.V.. .. - Vi· ·· . y.n .

the minimum deviation of bus voltage is doVi" " '" V,, " . yu.. .

V,.. •• • V,• '• and V" · take the vaIues 1.05. 0.95 and 1.0 p.u. Here. it is

desirable to control the bus voltage deviatio n within ± 5% of the nominal

voltage.

.., ....
I

.J

Fig.5.1 Fuzzy model for bus voltage violation level
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5.3.2 Coe tTOlling a bility of m.troUillg dnitts

The fuzzy representation of the controlling ability of the contro lling

device is shown in Fig.S.2. The controlling ability is

Cij - Sij M ; (5.5)

where. M j is the controlling margin of the contro lling device at bus j .

Sij is the sensitivi ty coe fficient of bus j on bus i.

Ci j is the controlling ability for controlling device of bus j

on busi.

..
F

-4.. -4.01 4:l0l 4:lllol -4.CII • CUll . JloO . 01 ...

~AbI1Il!.~o.- (p-. )

Fig.S.2 Fuzzy mode l ofcontroll ing abil ity of contro lling device

5.J.J Control Strategy

The vio lation of bus voltages and the controlling ability oftbe controlling

devices are first fuzrified with the fuzzy mode ls defin ed in Fig.S.l and
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Fig.5.2. To alleviate Utebus voltage violation. a suitable control strategy is

adopted. The strategy coesists of selecting an opti mal controll ing device

and the adjustment of tha t device.The two most effecti ve control devices

an: Static Vu Compensat ors ( SVC ) and generator controls. Since.

voltage violation is a local pheoomena, SVC's are given a greater priority

compared to generator controls [37].

The contro l.strategy coestss of threesteps as describedbelow:

Let JI J1> and p . be the mem bership value of voltage violatio n

and controll ing ability ofthc contro ll ing device respectively for a

partic uJar controlled bus i. Select a contro lling device j with

corresponding membership value p . of controllin g abili ty, take

the min- operatio n

R'j " min ( p .1<o ' p . ) (5.6 )

Repeat the above min- operation for al l contro lling devices .

Take the max- operation to the j terms of R,. obtainedabove .

K" .. max (R R R. > (5.7 )

where. j represents the total number ofco ntro lling devices.

For each of the L controlled buses . repeat the min-max

opera tions . L terms o f K;j an: obtai ned. Take the max- operation

to the L terms of K' j'

p,. " max ( K 1j • K :,. . ". K 4 ) ( S.8 )

where. P,j represents the membership value of controlling ability

for contro lling devi ce at controlling b us j on contro lled bus i.

Note that the above threeoperations an: to be done independently for SVC

and generator controllers .
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!.4 MfthodolOKY

The following are the computational steps involved in the fuzzy control

approach for the voltage profile enbancemenL

( I ) For the given system and loading conditions. perform the base

case load flow using a commercial ly avai lable sottv.are package .

for exampl e. the lntem;ti\'e Power Flew ( lPFLOW ) version 4.1.

(2) Identify those affected load bus voltages that violate either the

upper or lower boundvoltage limits.

(3) For the avai lable controllers. find their sensitivity coefficients.

(4) Calculate the available control margin whic h is the difference

betwee n the present setting and the maximum possible setting of a

particular controller.

(S ) f ind the membership value of bus voltage violation level and

contro lling ability .

(6) Evaluate the optimal control solution as describedunder contro l

strat egy in sectio n S.3.

(7) Modify the value of the control variables.

(8) Perform the load flow study andoutput the results.

To verify the above method, a modified IEEE 30 bus test system is taken

as a numerical example. Modifications are made to the ori ginal IEEE 30

bus system at bus 13 and bus II. Their pre-modified initial terminal

voltages are 1.07 1 and 1.082 p.U respective ly. Basecase voltage profiles

of the modified IEEE 30 bus system are shown in Table S. I. In this

system, the reacti ve power sources are assumed to be at buses 10. 19 , 24 .

29 and generator voltage regulators at buses 2. S. 8. The following three

cases arc investigated
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Load is increased at bus 26. causing bus 26 to violate the voltage

co nstrai nt. but the violation is not serious.

-.1:
Load is increased at buses 7 and 15 causi ng voltage violation at buses 15.

18 and 23.

~:

For load increase at bus 15 and outa ge of line 12-15. buses 15 and 23

violate the voltage constraint.

Tab le 5.1 Base case voltage profil es of the modified lEEE 30 bus syste m

8.., !"l0 BOlIIVotlace (p.II )

1 1.06 13

2 1.0450

) 1.0187, 1.0092

s 1.0100

6 U lO79

7 1 0009

• 1.0100

9 1.0) 5)I. 1.03U

" 1.0500

12 1.0428

17 1.0500

"
1.0280

" 1.0236
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I. t .OlO7

'7 1.02S7

" 1.0140.. LOtlS

20 1.01S7

21 1.0191

22 1.0191

2J LOll 7

24 1.009 1

" 1.008 5

26 0.9901

27 1.0 169

" 1.0044

2. 09969

ac 0.9853

Tab le 5.2 shows the lower andupper limits of the avai lab le controllers .

The values of the contro llers QIO, Q19. 0 24, 0 29. V2. VS. V8 before the

control action is initiated are O. O.O. O. 1.045. 1.01 , 1.01 respectively.

Table 5 2 lower andupper limits ofthe controllers

Controller Type Lo'Wet'limit( p.u ) Upper Limit( p.u )

Q IO -1.0 1.0

Q I. -1.0 1.0

Q 24 -La 1.0

Q 29 -1.0 1.0

V2 0.95 LOS

V, 0.95 1.05

vs 0.95 1.05

..



Tab le 5.3 compares the load bus voltage profiles before and after the

control acnoas for the lhree cases considered and Table 5.4 shows the

optimal fuzzy control solution..

Table 5.3 Load bus voltage profiles befo re and after control acti ons

Lood Cae . Cae ' Cae]

.~ "" Vo/lage${ p.u ) V~( p,u ) v oIlages ( p.u )

lnitial ,... ...... ,.... ...... Fi...

] 1.0 111 1.0 11 1 0.9913 10000 1.0156 1.0167. U lOl l 1.0015 0.9867 0 .9817 1.0056 10070

e UlO68 loon 0.99 12 0 ,9931 1,004 1 U IOS4

7 1.000 3 10000 0.969 1 0 ,9703 0.9917 0 .9995

9 1.0J 17 1.0) 44 1.0 170 1.0236 1.0248 1.0 ) 07

10 1.001S 1.0291 1,0046 1.0 173 1.0124 1.023 8

12 1 04 14 1.0421 1.006 7 LOll) I_ 1.044).. 1.0260 1.0269 0.97 11 09106 0,9907 1.002 6

" 1 0208 10219 Il.2lli 0.951J ..... 0 .9588.. 1.0216 t.0295 0,9987 1.0079 1.0206 10279

17 1,0232 1.020 0 9974 1.009 1 1,009 3 1.0195

" 1.0 112 10 123 Q.2ill 0 .9614 0.9525 0 ,91'97

19 1 0017 10099 0.9511 0 .970 1 0.96)2 0 ....

20 1.0 128 101 40 0 .... 0 .98 16 0,9747 J( 1017

21 1.01 5) 10168 0.9&92 1.00 51 0.9969 1.0015

az 1.0 1$6 10m 0 .... 10066 09965 1.001 2

23 1.008 5 1,0 105 .,..., 0.9674 um 0.9659

" 10006 1,00ll 0.9654 0._ 0.9720 0_

25 0 .9888 0,9959 0 .9785 1 0009 0.98S1 0 ,99)7

26 ...... 0.9504 0.9601 0.9829 09668 0 ,9755

27 1.004 3 1.0136 0.9956 1.0\1 4 U1020 1.0081

28 1.002 0 1.01))) 0.9896 0 ,9926 0,9997 1.00 12

29 0.9 8-40 1.0024 0.97S I 0.99 14 0.91 17 0 .9879

'0 0.9n) 0 .9871 0963) 0.979 7 0 ,9700 0 .976 3

"



Table5.4 Optimal fuzzycoouol solution

e- c_ F.... Value or the

No ......... COIIll'OIIen( p u )

I Q29 oom
VII 1.01

2 Q " OISZO

VII 10 1

) Q19 0,1106

V. 1.01

The resul ts for case 1 in Table 5.3 show that the load increase at bus 26

causing bus 26 to violate the voltage limits. The lower and upper voltage

limits are 0.95 and 1.05 p.u respectively. The voltage violation at bus 26 is

0.0071. From Fig. 5.1., the membership value corresponding to the voltage

violatio n, which in this case is 0.142, is obta ined. Then, for all the

available controllers. from the sensitivity analysis and from controlling

margin of the conuo lling devices. the controlling abi lity of the controlling

devices ( C.j ) is determined. From Fig 5.2. the membership values for

these co ntrolling abilities are obtained. Finally, by aPPlying min-max

operati ons. controllers Q29 and V8 an: obtainedas indica ted in Table 5.4.

To obtain the final value of the co ntroller Q29, sensitivity analysis is

performed. The sensitivity coe fficient of the contro ller Q29 wi th respect

to bus 26 is 0.0024. Hence, th e final value ofQ29 is 0.0295 p.u

If there is a voltage violation at more than one bus as in case 2, then the

above procedure has to be repeated for each vio lated bus independently.

This is referred to as layer-1 operation. Then from the selected controllers



of layer- I, max operation is performed to arrive at the proper solution.

This is kn o....n as layer-2 operation .

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, a simple method using fuzzy sets for the voltage-reactive

power control to improve the system voltage level is presented . The

control strategy is obtained by employing max-min operat ions. A modified

IEEE 30 bus system is used as an examp le to illustrate this method. From

the simulation results. it can be inferred that fuzzy models are indeed

effective in power system control applications . One of the desirable

feature of this fuzzy model is that if the operator is not satisfied with the

grading of the fuzzy model, the operator can adjust the parameters

associated in the definition of the membership function to suite the needs

of the desired system operat ion.
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Chapter 6

FUZZY-EXPERT SYSTEM FOR VOLTAGE STABIUTY

MONITORING AND CONTROL

6.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters, considerable attention has been given to the

concepts of voltage stability, modal analysis technique, fuzzy-expert

systems and their application to typical test systems. Simulation results of

these test systems are encouraging and have been a motivation to

investigate this concept for the voltage stability problem . In this chapter, a

new fuzzy-expert system is proposed for voltage stability monitorin g and

control

The phenomena of voltage stability can be attributed to slow variation in

system load or large disturbance s such as loss of generator s, transmi ssion

lines or transformer s. The impact of these changes leads to progressive

voltage degradation in a significant part of the power system causing

instability.

In the context of real-time operation, voltage stabil ity analysis should be

performed on-line. A number of special algorithms and methods have

been discussed in chapte r 2. However, these methods require significant

computation time. When the power system is operatin g close to its limits,

it is essential for the operator to have a clear knowledge of the operating

state of the power system. For on-line applications, there is a need for

tools that can quickly detect the potentially dangerous situations of voltage
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instability and provide guidance to steer the system away from voltage

collapse.

In an effort to improve the speed and ability to handle stressed power

systems. a fuzzy-cxpm system approach is proposed.. A number of

researchers have made an anemp: in this direction. An expert system

prototype was developed to correct for voltage steady state stability [38].

In this approach. an expert system arrives at a fast solutio n by considering

an overall system threshold indicator to decide on the degree of VAR

shortage and the vulnerability of the system to voltage insta bility . Yuan

Yih Hsu and Cb ung-Chi ng Su (39] proposed a rule-based expert system

for smal l-signaJ stability analysis . They developed an efficient on-line

operational aid. where in the expert system perfonn s ded uctive reaso ning

to arrive at the degree of stab ility without the need to cal culate the

eigenvalues . In this chapte r, a fuzzy-expert system approac h to stead y

state voltage stability monitori ng and contro l is proposed.. The results of

chapter five have been a useful starting point for this DeW approach. The

proposed expert system evaluates system state through deductive

reasoning by operating on a set of fuzzy ruJebase. The fuzzy rulebese is

system dependent. but once formed, it can handle any operatin g condition.

An integrated approach ofexpert systems and conventional power system

solution methodologies hasthe potentiaJ to provide real-time monitoring

andcontroJ.

Thechapte r is organized as follows. Sectio n 6.2 highlights the concepts of

fuzzy-expert system , design of database and rulebase specifically for the

New England 39 bus system. Sectio ns 6.3 and 6.4 present the inference
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engine and sim ulation results of the New England 39 bus system

respec tive ly. Section 6.5 provides a summary of this new approach.

6.2 EJ.pert Syste m u d Desiga

Expert system cons ists of rwo main components. The:knowledge-base

and the inference engine . A knoWledge-base is a collecti on of facts and

rules describing how the facts are linked. Based on the facts . the expe rt

system draws conclusions by the inference engine .

In fuzzy-expert syste m, the kno wledge is captured in natural language

which have amb iguous meanings, sucb as tall. hot and dan gerous . and is

concernedwith the theory of uncertainty based on fuzzy logic. The theory

is primarily concerned with quantifying the linguisti c variable say "tall "

into poss ib le fuzzy subsets like 'now" , " high", "medi um", Every element

in these fuzzy subsets has its own degree of mem bership.

The main reasons for the use of fuzzylogic to voltage stabi lity monitori ng

and co ntrol are

The approach is simple. straightforward and fast, where it only needs key

syste m variables to arrive at the solution sta te.

Due to the very nature of the prob lem, the imprec ision of the linguistic

variab les can easily be transferred into fuzzy domain. which would

othe rwise bedi fficult to manage.

Fuzzy logic can handle non-lineari ty of power system prob lem and does

not require complex computations as in traditional methods. Thus . it is

mo re effi c ient than conventi onal methods for voltage stability analy sis.

"



In the proposed fuzzy-cxpen system, the key system variables like load

bus voltage . generator MVAR reserve and generatOr terminal voltage

which are usedto monitor the voltage stability are stored in the database.

Changesin the system operating coodi tions are reflected in the database.

The above key variables are fuzzificd using the theory of uncertainty . The

rulebasc comprises a set of JrOd,uction nates which form the basis for

logical reasoning conductedby the inference engine. The production rules

arc expressed in the fonn of IF-lHEN type. thai relates key system

variables to stabi lity . The strength of the above fuzzy-expcnsystem can be

exploited fully when the rulebase is used in conjunction with the database.

The modal analysis techni que along wi th conti nuation power flow

discussed in chapter two . play an impo rtan t role in the development of the

propose d fuzzy-expert system . It is not a part of the fuzzy-expensystem . It

is usedas an aid in the fonnulation of database and as a benchmarktool

for validating the accuracy of the proposed approach.

6.2.1 The Da tabase:

The key variables iden ti fied arc load bus voltage . generator MYAR

reserve and generator terminal voltage. The three key variab les are

selected based on the so lution obtained by repealed load flow and modal

analysis perfonned for various operating conditions. Based on the

simulations carriedout for different loadi ng factors. it is found that load

bus voltag e and reactive generation reserve are signi fican tly affected as

the system approaches collapse point for a spec ific loading patte rn. AJso,

the terminal vo ltage of the generators has an effect on voltage stability

margin . Hence. the abo ve three variables are used to mon itor the voltage

stability of the system.
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Each oftbese variables is further divided into four linguistic variab les and

then transfonned into fuzzy domain : Low. Tolerab le. Moderate and Safe.

Themembership fimctions for these linguistic variables are of the general

form givenby

where , K may be any one of the key variables.

A anda are constants.

(6.1)

The membershi p fimctions of the key variables are shown in Fig.6.1.

Fig.6.2 and Fig.6.3.

!
i/ ...

J i
Ir.. - I

..~:'

Fig.6.1 Membershi p functio n for the worst load bus voltage .
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Fig.6.2 Membership function forthe worstMYAR reserve.
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Fig.6 .3 Membership function of the generator terminal voltage

corresponding to the worst MVAR reserve.
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For exampl e. in Fig.6.1 corresponding to the load bus voltage: of 0.6 p.u,

the fuzzy sets Low, Tolerable, Moderate and Safe have membership

grades 1.0.0.2, 0.1 and 0.02 respectively. The union of the abo ve fuzzy

sets represents the total uncertainty in thestability of the system.

The mem bership functions of the key variables can take the form

monotonic, bell-shaped, trapezoidal or even triangular . The selection of

the type , depends on the appl icatio n and how closel y it can desc ribe the

system beha vior. In the following studies that invol ve non- linear

equa tions. bell-shaped coupled with Sebapeis the closest tha t describes

the behavior of power syste m in general. Theconstants " a" and "'A" are

selected such that the membership function covers the entire range of the

key variables. For exam ple in Fig.6 .1., the membership functio n of the

four linguisti c variab les should cover lower limit ( 0.6 p.u ) and upper

lim it ( 1.0 p.u ). Parameters "'a" and " A" are selected such that the desired

sta bility co ndition is satisfied for the lest cases . In this way, proper

membership grades are obtai ned In an utility environment. the peak

va lues of thesc linguisti c variables of the key variab le is obtained from the

operator's experience (39]. In the studi es supported here , peak values have

bee n found by trial and error. Extensive simulations are perfonncd 10

identi fy the rangeofkcy variables . Theconstants " a" and " A" in eq uation

6 .1 are selected appro priately to give proper membe rshi p grades. For

instance. the parameters "a" and "K' for the membershi p functi on of the

worst load bus voltage, worst MYAR reserve , generator terminal voltage

corr esponding to the worst MY AR reserv e arc shown in Tab le 6. I.



Table 6 .1 Parameters. andA for themem bership function

ofme key variables.

""'-- u.pistic v....~

I Low I,_ I Mod«U. I ....
For tnar1bcnbip fiml:Iiorloflbc WOfSl: k*. bus YOhage

a ( p.u) T 0.7 T 0.' 0.' 0.9 5

A(pu ) 0.06 0.1 0.1 0 06

For membcntrip fuDaionoflbc wont MV AR rescoe

a (MVAR )T .... T esoc 92SO "00

A(MVAR) 260 760 200 200

For rnember1hip fuoction of the genenll of lennina.I voltage

a( p ,u.) 0." T 0965 I 0.99 I \ 02

A ( p.u. ) 0.0 1 0.02 0 .02 0,01

Having represe nted the inputs to the expert system as linguistic variables.

the output of the expert system is the degree of voltage stability

represented by four linguistic variables : Very stab le ( VS ), stable ( S J.

critical ly stab le (CS Jand unstable ( US ). The four linguistic variables

correspond to the following situatioos .

V$ : A. > 10.0

s.
cs.
US,

10.0 ~ A. > 6.5

6.5 ?; A. > 2.0

A. :S 2.0

( 6.2 )

where. A. is the minimum of the abso lute real part of the eigenvalues of

the reduced Jaco bian matrix J l of equati on 3.7.

so



6.2.2 The Rujebase

Two separate sets of rulebase are formed. one for monitoring andother

for control stage.

Monitoring stage:

In this stage. the rule baseis divided into four groups.

group 1:rules that relate worst load bus voltage to stability measure.

group 2:rules that relate key generator MVAR reserve to stability measure.

group 3:rules that relate key generator terminal voltage to stability

measure.

group 4:rules that combine stability measures of the above three

parameters.

Typical rule for groups 1,2 and 3 is of the form:

IF K is X I THEN S is X2. with membership value JJ. (Xt, X2).• where

K is any one of the key variables.

XI is anyone of the four possible fuzzy subset ( low, tolerable, moderate.

safe ) characterizing the key variables.

S is membership grade.

X2 is any one of the four possible fuzzy subset (VS, S, CS. US)

characterizing stability measure.

There are 48 rules relating key variables to stability measure, 16 rules for

each variable. Among the 16 rules, there are 4 rules which will

yield Jl ( VS ). The resultant Jl ( VS ) is obtained by max-min

compositional rule of inference as follows
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p( VS )- max ( min (p ( low )J.I.( low. VS » ,

min (J.l(tol).p (tol, VS»).

min (J1(mod)JJ(mod, VS » ).

min (J1(saf)J.I. ( sai. VS » ).

( 6.3 )

The membership values for IJ.( S ). J1 ( CS ) and IJ.( US ) can be

derived similarl y.

For group 4. me stability measures deri ved for worst load bus

vo ltage ( ,u.sb (VS),~ (S),~ (CS) and us b (US ) ), worst genera tor

MVAR reserve ( usm (VS), IJSm (S), usm (CS) and J.lSrn (US) I,

corre spond ing genera tor tenn inaI voltage of worst MYAR reserve

( J.lSg (VS) . J.lSg (S). usg (CS) andusg (US) ), arc combined together using

max-min compos itio n to yeild the ovcrall stability of the power system .

Thus, in this gro up, there are 256 rules. The stab ility meas ure with the

greatest membership value gives the state of the system.

The procedure is exaetly the same as mentioned in the monitoring sta ge,

but the only difference is that the nwn bcr of inputs to the expert system is

two instead of three . Here, the generator terminal voltage is not taken as

one of the key input variab le because of its value beiog fixed throughout

the contro l phase . This stage has 96 rules.

The reaso ning process of the inference engine that involves both

monitoring and co ntrol is implemented in MATI.AB [40]. Appendix B

shows the rules re lating key variables to sta bility meas ure. Appendix C
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shows the data used for the fonnulation of the rulebasc:with reference to

the monitoring stage.

6J IDferea« Ellgiae

The inference engine takes the key variabl es such as load bus voltage ,

reactive generation reserve and termin al voltage of the gene rator as its

inputs and uses the production rules to perfonn deductive reaso ning. The

steps invol ved in the reasoni ng processarc shown below

Monitori ng stage :

(I) Read in load busvoltage, reactive generation reserve and terminal

voltage of the generator .

(2) Fuzzj fy each of these key elements into four linguistic variables

using equa tion 6.1 to obtain their mem bership grades.

(3) Input the mem bersh ip grades into the fuzzy rulebase.

(4) From the rules formed under group I, obtain the stabil ity measur es

correspondi ng to theworst load bus voltage .

(5) From the rules formed under group 2. obtain the stability measures

co n es po nding to generator MYAR reserve .

(6) From the rules fonn ed under group 3. obtain the stab ility measures

corresponding to key generator terminaJ vcltage

(7) From the rules formed under group 4, evaluate the global stability

membe rship gradeoftbe system .

lfthe system state is either criti cally stable or unstable, then perform the

co ntro l action.
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(8) To improve the voltage profile of theworst load bus. VAR compensation

and/o r raise in generator tcnninaI voltage is performed at the existing

controllers.

(9 ) Fuzzify these new improved values andco mbine with stability rules 10

obtain the new global stability state.

6.4 SimalatioD Results aDd Di!c1lS!liollJ

To show the effectiveness of the proposed fuzzy-e xpert syste m, the New

England 39 bus system is tak en as an example. The single line diagram of

the system is sh.o wn in Fig.3.4. Here. the load is increased at buses 3. 4,

12. IS, 21 and generation at buses 30. 32. 3:5 and 37 are scaled

accordi ngly to meet the increased deman d The sim ulatio n is carriedout

under sill:differe nt ope ra ting conditions.

conditio n I : No contingency and generator 32 term inal voltage: IS

maintained a[0.9831 p.u.

condition 2 : No contingency and generator 32 terminal voltage is

maintained at 0.95 p.u.

condition J : No contingency and generator 32 terminal voltage is

mai ntained at 1.05 p.u.

condition 4 : line 6-11 outage.

co ndition S : generator 36 outage.

condi tion 6 : line 6- 11 and generator 36 outage .

To simpli fy the anal ysis. only six conditions are co nsidered. In reality,

for the propose d fuzzy-ex pe rt system to be valid, aU poss ible conditio ns
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have to be taken into account Note that some of the worst cases have

been cons idered to validate the conectncss of the proposed system.

Extensive number of opeming conditions are tested to verify the

correctness of the expert system output dwing the moni toring stage. A

complete list of expert system output for aU cases is shown in Appendix

D. Table 6.2 below showsthe corresponding operating condition for the

32 cases listed in Appendix D. Each case is for a specific loading

condition.

Table 6.2 Operating conditions for the 32 cases listed in Appendix D

Ii de. No Opend" C.ndi tion
1-7 I

0-10 ,
11· 17 ,
11-22 .
23·28 ,
29-l2 6

Table 6.3 Expertsystem output - Monitoring

~ I ~"II ~ " I I~" I ~ I VSTAB __
No Voh (p.ul 1.oId Vob MY AR lUte Eigaa S)'Sltm

(p.u) vab! lUte

NO CONT1NGENCY

I 0 .91) 1 I."" 98 23 ,0 VS 10 11 VS
a 0,9&11 • 6093 &OS2.• 0 .)9 US
J 09SOO 0.6399 &361.4 US UO US. I.OSOO 1.0)74 96)OJ VS 10 55 VS, 105 00 0 .&263 1663.0 S 5,10 CS

CONTINGENCY

6 O,91l 1 0 ,9394 9S45.8 S &.30 S
7 0 ,9111 0.6059 &102 .4 US ' .06 US. 0,/1)1 0.1591 9192.6 5.7• CS
0 0.9811 0.6936 8450.6 US 166 US

I' 0983 ! 0.9)56 9510.0 7,52 S
II 0 .9&)1 0.65n 8324 .1 CSIUS ' .96 US
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FOE" the purpose of anaJysis. consider the eleven cases shown in Tab le

6.3. The expert system outptn for these eleven operating casescorrespood

to the monitoring stage . Here, the f'uzzy..expert system output ( Global

stale ) is compared with the simulation res ults given by VSTAB 4.1output.

thro ugh modal analysis. In Table 6.3, index Nos . I and 2 correspo nd to

operating condi tion I, inde x NO.3 refers to operating condi tion 2. index

Nos.4 and 5 corres pond to operating condition 3, inde x Nos.6 and 7

correspond to operating condition 4. index Nos.8 and 9 correspond 10

operating condition 5 and finally index Nos . IO aud II correspond to

open.ting condi tion 6.

As shown in Tab le 6.3, the input variables to the expert syste m are bus 12

load volta ge, generato r 32 MYAR reserve and genera tor bus 32 terminal

vo ltage. The basi s for their selection is from the ir partici patio n faetCKS

describedin chapt er 3. Appendix E shows the partic ipation factor'Sfer the

critical case ( at the voltage stability limit ) for eac h or those six

conditions. As seen in Tab le 6.3, there are som e operati ng cases that are

either unstable or cri tical ly stable. These are the cases that need co ntrol.

To show the diffe rence betwee n con ventional methods and the proposed

approach, consider the inde x No.7 or Table 6.3 . The input variabl es to the

fuzzy-expen. system are bus 12 load voltage '" 0 .6059 p.u, generator 32

termina.l voltage ,. 0.983 1 p.u, genera tor 32 MVAR reserve ,. 8102.4

MVAR.

Fro m Fig.6.1., the membership functi on or the linguistic variab les - low,

tolerab le, mode rate, safe for the worst load bus vol tage are



(6.4 )

( 6.5 )

mOO_10 -1.0

mub_tol - 0.209 8

moo_mod - 0 .1036

mub_saf - O.029S

From Fig.6.2., the membership function of 1hc linguistic variables for the

worst MVAR reserve arc

muv) 0 - O.86S7

muv_tol - 0-299 S

muv_mod - O.029S

muv_saf - O.020 1

From Fig.6.3., the membership function of the linguistic variables for the

generator terminal vo ltage are

memLlo " 0,0836

meroL lol - 0.5497 ( 6.6 )

memLmod '" 0 .8936

memLsaf -O.0684.

Once the membership function of the linguisti c \i8riables are determined.

the next step is to re late these variables to the stab ility meas ure. From the

rules fanned under gro up I, the stability measure for the very stable (VS)

case is obtained as follo ws

vsb l - min( mub)o, murb {4,1 »

vsb2 - min( mub_tol. mwb (3,1 » ( 6.7 )

vsb3 " mine mub_mod. murb (2,1 »
vsb4'"' mine mub_sa! mwb (l ,l »

where, mwb matrix gives the required rules re latin g the load bus voltage

to the stabi lity measure of group I as shown in Appendix B. Thus , the

overall stability measure for "very stable" is given by

mb_vs -max ( vsb l . vsbl, vsb3. vsb4 ) -0.1036 (6.8)

"



(6.10 )

Similarly. the stability measures for stable . critically stable and unstab le

cases are obtained as

mb_s ... 0.2098

mb_cs - 0.5 ( 6.9)

mb_us = 1.0

Following the same procedure as mentioned above , the rules for group

2 ca n be derived . The stability measure s corre sponding to key generator

MVARare

mr_vs = 0 .0295

mr_s - 0.2995

mr_cs =O.5

mr_us - 0.8657

From rules formed under group 3, the stab ility measures co rrespo nding to

generator terminal volta ge are

mL vs -0.6

mILS- 0.8936 ( 6.11 )

mLcs = 0.8936

mLus -O.4

Finally, from the rules formed under group 4, the stability measures of the

system are

ss_vs = 0.2098

ss_s - O.4

ss_cs -0.8

ss_us ""0.8657

The overa ll system stabil ity is given by

gl_sta = max ( ss_vs, ss_s, ss_cs, ss_us) - 0.8657

Hence , the system stability is unstab le.

..

( 6.12 )

(6.13 )



From the above analysis, it is seen that the sol ution is obtained by simple

max-min rules of fuzzy logic and there by avoid ing detai led computations

of convent ional methods .

For the purpose of control , consider the following three cases

~:

In this case , it is assumed that Static Yar Co mpensators (S VC) are

available at buses 6,8,13 with maximum capacity of 100 MVAR each,

while the voltage of genera tors at buses 32 and 37 can be adjus ted up to a

maximum of 1.05 p.u.

~:

Here, assume improved limits on contro llers in the same buses as in case

A. SVC controllers at buses 6, 8, 13 operate with a maximum capacity of

400 MVAR each, while the upper limit of gener ator voltage at buses 32

and 37 is 1.06 p.u.

~:

In this case, SYC controllers are available at buses 6, 8, 13, 21 with a

maxim um capac ity of 400 MYAR eac h, the upper limi t of generator

voltag e at buses 30, 32, 35, 37 is 1.06 p.u and the upper limit of the taps of

tap chan ging transfo rmer in branches 12-11 and 19-20 is 1.07 p.u. Thus,

ten controllers are considered for this case .

Table 6.4, Table 6.5 and Tab le 6.6 show the expe rt system output after the

control action for those cases need ing control.
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Table 6.4 Expert system output - control stage ( case A )

Index No Bus 12 Gen 32 G""'" VSTAD outpul

Loed Vah MVAR ••re Eigen S"'=

(p.u)
""~ ••re

2 0,7944 8490 ,7 CS 4.12 CS

J 0.8192 86105 CS 4.76 CS

" 0.8673 88415 6.03 CS

7 0,8229 8656 ,3 CS 463 CS

8 09349 9176.7 S 7.11 S

9 0,8307 8682,6 CS 4.44 CS

' 1\ 0 ,8362 8nO.4 448 CS

• misclassification

Tab le 6,5 Expert system output - contro l stage ( case B )

Index No Bus 12 Gen 32 GIoInI VSTAD outpul

Load Volt MVAR state Esen System

(p.u) value state

'2 0.9179 89881 6.74 S

J 0.9336 9067.5 VSIS 7.2 S

s 0.9671 92345 S 8.19 S

7 0.9325 9087.8 S 72 S

8 0.9349 9116 ,7 S 7.11 S

9 0.9475 91477 S 679 S

1\ 0.9443 9 145.5 S 6.83 S

• misclas sification
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Table 6.6 Expert system output . eceeot Stage ( case C )

"""" No ... " Goo J2 GloboI VST AB ......

LoodVol< MVAIl .... Eisen S"'=

(P.ul ..... .."
2 09620 ..... VSIS 7.... S, 0 .9768 91)].7 5 7.86 S

5 U'091 92920 5 •." 5

7 0,97 44 914.4 5 7.n 5

'. 1.0656 ...., VS 9 47 S, 0.992 1 9217,9 5 7.52 5

11 0.9879 92 11.7 5 " 5

misclessificaticn

It can be seen from Tables 6.4 to 6.6 that the global sta te of the system has

changed after the control action. for example. in case C. the operating

co nditio n correspon ding to index number 9 is unstabl e (U S) before the

control action and stable afte r the contro l action. Note that the output of

the expert system is eithe r very stab le or stalHe for the operating condition

corresponding to the inde x 2. This is a typical case where. the expen

syste m is able to come out with an appro ximate solution only. considering

the fact that no solution may be possible by other conventio nal methods

under simi lar circumstance s.

Note Theterm~·rmnlolhetl:fOl'"inthe~swebytbefiuzy-expert

system output, The€outcl&ssific:ation stal es are Very SW:IIe,Stabl e, Critially Suble aDd

Unstable . [f there is I di~ between the 1iJu:y-expensystem OUlput ( Global

!W e ) and the system Slate of the VSTAB outpu t, then I · miscJusifiC4lion· is said 10
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From the above Tables., it is seen that there is a considerab le

improvement in thevoltage stabi lity margin oftbe system, limited only by

the number of controllers available and their operational limits.

Voltage stab ility mar gin ( VSM ) is a measure of how close the syste m is

10 voltage insta bility. It is defined as the difference between the valu es of

a Key System Paramet er ( KSP ) at the current operating condi tion and the

voltage: stability critical point (17) . Here, KSP is definedas the total load

increase in the selected buses. Fig. 6.4 shows the voltage stability margin

improvement aft er the control actio n for the cases A..B and C. Table 6.7

showsthe vo ltage stability margin corresponding to Fig. 6.4.

--'=" '
I'"" ~

Fig. 6.4 Voltage stab ility margin (VSM) for pre andpost control cases
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Tabl e 6.7 Voltage Stability Margin ( VSM ) for pre aDdpost co ntrol cases

Cu< Toul Lnd . 1 ....c_ ..... ro.t-<:e.InIVSM (MW )

N. SeIKIrdB_ VSM

( MW I (MW > Cu< A C_ B C_C, 4911.4 5.' 46U 1059,7 Il II .4, 4112 0 5) .7 "". 12191 14U I

5 4424 5 761.7 1008.4 1606.6 11S1.1

7 42Sl.2 46l.J 1027.1 119)4

• )424.5 1085,5 1574.6 15'4.6 25594, 4424.5 1S.5 574.6 120 .0 1504.3

11 4124.5 23 ' 492.6 10793 1273 1

From theabo ve simulation resul ts , it is seen that given the key variables

( load bus voltage, generator MVAR reserve and generator terminal

voltage ), the expert syste m arrives at the global stale without the need for

co m plex comp utations.

With reference to the selection of the number of input variabl es on the size

and com plexity of fuzzy-expcn system. consider the monitoring stage of

the proposed expert system . Here , three input variables are se lec ted. The

total nwn bcr of rules unde r the four groups is 304. If only two input

varia b les are selected, the num ber of rules is reduced to 96. Thus , the size

of the rules wi ll bave an effect on the co mputational com plexi ty of the

fuzzy-expert system,

The designed expert system is tested for a total of 68 cases covering a

wide range ofoperating cc ndiu ons . 32 cases are listed under Ap pendix D.

21 cases listed in the control stages - Case A. Case 8 andCase C. 15 cases

9J



( 6.14 )

listed under Appendix C, totalling 68 cases . Out of these 68 cases, 4 cases

are misclassifl ed.

The source of error for the misclassified cases is probably due to the

inadequate fuzzy-expert system framework . Within this framework, two

key factors are the members hip funct ion of the key variables and

inapprop riate member ship value assigned to the linguistic variables

describ ing the imprecision of the rule. Since the membersh ip function of

the key variables described by the equation 6.1 is formed based on the

extensive simulations , the only other parameter respo nsible for the

misclassification is the latter. For exa mple, consider the operatin g case

correspond ing to the index No.5 of Table 6.4. The input variables to the

fuzzy-expert system are bus 12 load voltage = 0.8673 p.u and generato r 32

MVAR reserve - 8843 .5 MVAR From Fig.6.1. and applying max-min

composit ional rule of inference , the membership funct ion of the stability

measures VS, S, CS and US for the load bus voltage are

ml-vs =0.6

ml-s- 0.9034

ml-cs = 0.6882

rnl-us = 0.4

Similarly, from Fig.6.2 and applying max-min composit ional rule of

inference. the members hip function of the stability measures VS, S. CS

andUS for the generato r MVAR reserve are

mg·vs =0.1948

mg-s » 0.3642

mg-cs = 0.3642

mg-us = 0.3642

..

(6.15 )



Therules relating loadbusvoltage, generator MVAR reserveandstability

measure is given bythe"mug!"matrix as shov..n below

mugl=

\.0 0.5 0.4 0.0

0.8 \.0 0.4 0.0

0.5 \.0 0.7 0.0

0.0 0.4 \.0 0.8

0.6 \.0 0.5 0.0

0.2 0.6 0.5 0.0

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0

0.0 0.5 \.0 0.8

0.5 \.0 0.8 0.2

0.0 0.6 \.0 0.6

0.5 0.6 \.0 0.2

0.0 0.3 \.0 0.7

0.0 0.2 \.0 0.8

0.0 0.6 0.8 \.0

0.0 0.2 0.8 \.0

0.0 0.2 0.5 \.0

(6.16)

( 6.17)

Fromtheabovematrix. the stabilitymeasures forthe entiresystemare

ss-vs = 0.3642

ss-s> 0.3642

ss-cs = 0.3642

ss-cs » 0.3642

From the above solution, one cannot infer whether the system is very

stable, stable, critically stable or unstable. For the above operatin g

condition,the fuzzy-expertsystem didnot arrive at the proper solution.

The fuzzy-expert system output is significantlyinfluencedby the " mugl"

matrix. The membership values in the "mug!" matrix describes the

.,



imprecision of the rules and is obtained by trial and error method. In

actual field situation, the "mugl' ' matrix is formed through operator

experience. Hence, the projected 10% classification error may not be

taken as a sole criteria for the proposed fuzzy-expert system to be

acceptable in a field situation.

The limitations of the proposed fuzzy-expert system in accurately

classifying the voltage stability condition are

The size of the rulebase is large due to the selection of three input

variables for the monitoring stage and two input variables for the control

stage. The total number of rules for the above two stages is 400.

The viability of the proposed fuzzy-expert system in an actual field

situation is questionable due to the projected 10% classification error and

non-availability of improvement in the computational speed compared to

the conventional voltage stability methods.

The proposed fuzzy-expert system assumes a constant power load model

and test results limited to sixty four operating conditions. To make a

proper voltage stability assessment for a practical power system, suitable

load models have to be incorporated

Initially, the knowledge-base of fuzzy-expert system starts with 15

operating cases as indicated in Appendix C. Once the data used for the

formationof the rulebase is established, the 32 cases listed in Appendix 0

are tested. The fuzzy-expert system updates its knowledge-base to 47

cases and so on. Each time a new operating case is tested and verified, it is

stored in the knowledge-base and thereby its performance can be

improved. In a utility operation, the true potential of the proposed fuzzy-
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expert system with its vast knowledge-base can be realized fully only after

a considerabl e period of time and experience .

It is possible to investiga te the optim um selectio n of the number of key

variables for evalua ting the volta ge stability of any compl ex power system

under "any operating condition", if sufficient resourc es and system data

are avai lable . In order to establish firm conclu sions based on the conc epts

developed in the preceding chapters, ext ensive simulations on various

power utility systems need to be performed. and factors that affect the

performance of fuzzy-e xpert system identified. In the studies reported in

this thesis , only limited number of cases were tested on the sample New

England 39 bus system because of non-ava ilabi lity of resources and real

utility system data

6.S Int egration of fuzzy-expert system int o an Energy Management

System

The main challenge for the implementation of an on-line voltage stab ility

eva luation in Energy Management System ( EMS ) is the computational

burden and the abili ty to arrive at the operating state of the system. Also , it

is essential for the operator to have a clear knowledge of the operating

state when the power system is operating close to its limit s. Thi s is where

the fuzzy-expert system plays an important role . Since , the proposed

fuzzy- expert system uses input parameters alread y monitored by the

EMS. add itiona l data acq uisition equipme nt and other associated

com munication system s become unnecessary. Hence . speed can be

improved con siderabl y.
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To design an efficient fuzzy-expert system, key variables that affect the

system voltage stability have to be identified first either by off-line

simulations or through operator's experience. In order to establish

database that reflects all possible operating conditions of the system,

numerous simulations are to be performed and verified by a standard

bench mark tool. A set of decision rules relating key system variables to

stability are formed. This is a continuous process wherein the fuzzy-expert

system updates its knowledge-base and thereby improve its performance.

Fig 6.5 shows a block diagram of the proposed scheme integrating fuzzy

expert system for voltage stability evaluation as part of an Energy

Management System.

Fig 6.5 Fuzzy-expert system as a part of new EMS
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The Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) collect data from vario us locati ons in

the power system and relay them to the Supervisory Control and Data

Acquisition (SCADA). The SCADA is connected to the Man Mach ine

Interface (MMI ), which allows the operator to interact with the EMS. The

fuzzy-expert system gets its inputs from the SCADA. The main funct ion

of the SCADA is to perform various control actions like switching on and

off of circuit breake r, transformer taps, capacitor banks etc. Based on the

production rules deve loped which form the basis for logical reasoning

conducted by the inference engine , the expert system arrives at the system

state and alerts the system operator to any potentially dangero us situations.

Before taking the control action, the opera tor performs the load flow

solution by incorporating appropriate VAR compensa tion or other

available control devices in the secondary ana lysis to obtain improved

load bus voltage and reactive generation reserve . The secondary analysis

contain s application functions like contingency analysis. load flow. short

circuit analysis . stability analysis and optima l power flow. When the

operator is satisfied with the secondary analysis output. the improved load

bus voltage and reactive generation reserve serve as input to the SCADA

after verifying the system state from the fuzzy-expert system output. The

SCADA takes the necessary contro l action to alleviate the voltage stability

problem

The proposed fuzzy-expert system does not replace any of the well

developed algorithmic solutions of the secondary ana lysis. However. it

offers a powerful and effective tool for theuse of these programs .
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6.6 Summary

This chapter addresses the issues concerning the se lection of the

number of input variables and its impact on the size andcompl exity of the

fuzzy-expert system. It also includes faeto~ to be taken into account for

proper selection of parameters "e" and MA" of the generic equatio n

descnb ing the membership functions of the key variab les. Issues like

acc uracy of the method and erro rs are also addressed. It also substan tiates

the claims for the use o f fuzzy logic approach by showin g a reliab le

assessment of stability for the monitoring stage without performing the

detailed voltage stabilitycal culati ons for a given ope ratin g point

In the proposed fuzzy-expe rt system. the key variab les like load bus

voltage . generator MYAR reserveand generator terminal voltage which

are used to monitor the vo ltage stability are stored in the database .

Changes in the system operati ng conditions are reflected in the database .

The rulebase comprises a set of productio n rules which form the basis for

logical reasoning coodue ted by the inference engine. The reasoning

processof the inferenceengine is implemented in MATLAB.

Given the key variables. the expert system arrives at the global state

witho ut the need for complex computati ons. The New England 39 bus

system is take n as a case study to illustrate the proposed procedure .

Extensive operating conditions havebeen tested to validate the proposed

system. The results that are bei ng compared are the fuzzy-e xpert system

output ( global stale ) andthe system state of the VSTAB output for the 68

operating cases . The misclassification is found to be less than 10010

Hence. it has the potential to be integra ted for on-line implem enta tion in
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Energy Management System. In this new system. the membership

functions of the key variables and the rulebase may be defined based on

system requirements and operator 's experience . Thus. it offers flexibility

and satisfactory results in a very efficient way.
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Cbapter 7

CONCLUSIO NS

7.1 COlltri ba tionof the Rtseli rdl

The concept of voltage stability phenomena in power systems !las

been thoro ughly reviewed As powersystems continue to be loaded closer

to their sta bility limit, there is a needfor suitable vo ltage stabi lity indic es.

Three simple stab ility indices were investigat ed with the he lp of a

sampl e S bus power system. They are singular value decomposition, " l, "

Index and QV curves. The simulation results showed that singul ar value

decomposition and...L.. Index indicate proximity or nearness to the voltage

collapse point. But the constraint in these indices is that the load flow

solutio n does not converge at the bifurca tion point . Regarding QV curves ,

the method arti ficial ly stresses a single bus. henceconcl usions should be

confi rmed by more realistic methods. Also, the curves are obtainedby a

series of power flow simulations that makeit more time consuming.

Modal analysis technique in conjunc tion with continuation power

flow, which is a better perfonn ance criteria for the assessment of voltage

stab ility was investigated. Simulations were carried out fo r the lEEE 30

bus system and the New England 39 bus system . The abov e two examples

indica te how modes represen t areas prone to voltage instability. Thus,

modal analysis clearly identifies groups of buses and critical bus that

parti cipate in the instability and thereby eliminate the probl em s associ ated

with tradi tional methods . Tho ugh tim e co nsuming, this method is usedas
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a benchm ark for develo ping an expert system for voltage stab ility

evaluation.

Expert systems. a subset of artificial intelligent system. have attracted

wide spread interest to power system applications. This is due to their

ability to handle stressed power systems and improve speed . In this regard,

the concept of fuzzy-expert systems has been described in detail. A

modifi ed IEEE 30 bus system applied to voltage contro l was sim ulated to

emphasize the concepts developed in the fuzzy-expe rt systems. To further

explore its suitab ility to voltage stability monitoring and control, the New

England 39 bus system was taken as case study. Extensive operating

conditions were tested to validate the propo sed scheme. The percentage

error was found to be less than IO%. Based on the simulation results, this

new approach was found to be simple and stra ight forwa rd, where it only

needs key system variab les to arrive at the solution state . In general , the

method is able to hand le non-linearity of power system problem and does

not require complex computations as in traditional methods. Thus, it is

more efficient than conventional methods for voltage stability analysis.

The proposed fuzzy-expe rt system was tested for 68 d ifferent operat ing

conditions. Four cases were misc lassified tota lly and three cases part ially

misclassi fied . The source of erro r for these misc lass ified cases was

probab ly due to the inappropriate values ass igned to the linguistic

variabl es of the key variables in the rulebase of group 4. To give a

guara ntee or bound on the error with this method , all possible operating

cases are to be tested and verified with standard bench mark tool . With the

three input variab les, the total numbe r of rules for the monitoring stage

was determ ined to be 304 . The size of the rulebase can be reduced to 96

\0 '



if two input variables arc select ed j udicially. Thus, the size of the rulebase

will have an effect on the computational complexity of the fuzzy-expert

system .

The re is considerable interes t amo ng utilities in developing on-line

voltage stability tool s that will enable the power systems to be operated at

higher loads without risking voltage coll apse. The fuzzy-expert system

propo sed in this thesis has the potentia l to be integra ted for on-l ine

implementa tion in Energy Management System to ac hieve the goals of

secure powe r system operation. This will allow powe r system opera tors to

continuously monitor the system state and thereby obviate any impending

dangers of voltage collapse. However, to rea lize this challenge, an

efficient database that reflects all poss ible system operating condit ions

should be formed.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work

The voltage stability analysis considere d in this thesis assume a constant

power load model, which is not the case with a practical power system .

Suitable load model s can be incorporated in the stability assess ment. The

present study is limited to around sixty four operati ng conditions. To

assess the viability of fuzzy-expert systems to a large r reali stic power

systems , all possible operating condit ions should be cons idered. In order

to enhance the effic iency of the present fuzzy-expe rt system, better fuzzy

models and rulebase that describe both monitoring and cont rol under one

umbrell a is recomm ended.
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APPENDlX-A

Line and Bus data for the 3 bus system

Tabl e. AI Line data for the 5 bus system

B.. Llne Impedan ee Lint Charging
Cod, (ohm) Admin.ntf ( mho)

' -2 0.02 +' .06 '0,0] 0

' -3 O.OS...-;n:-24 i0025
2-3 0.06 + 18 020
2-4 0.06 + " .18 020
2-5 0.04 + '0.12 OIS
3-4 0,01 + '0,03 '0.0 10
..5 0 08 + '0 24 '0.025

Table . A2 Bus data for the S bus svstem
B.. Assumt'd GtnfutioD to ••

Cod, BUI Vollalf ~IW :\fVAR stw MVAR.
I 106 0 0 0 0
2 , 0 40 30 20 10
3 1 0 0 0 45 IS
4 1 0 0 0 40 5
5 1 0 0 0 60 ' 0
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APPENDlX- B

Rules relating ke)' variables to stab ility meas ure

of the New England 39 bus sys tem

Table. BI Rules relating worst load bus voltage to stability measure

under group J

" vs s CS us
Sar,. 1.0 0.' 0.3 0.0

MOOt-rllt o.e 1.0 0.4 0.0

Toltnble 0.0 0.7 10 0'

Low 0.0 0.2 0' 1.0

Table. 82 Rules relating key generator MVAR reserve to stability

measure undergroup2

" vs s cs us
Saf. 1.0 0.' 0 3 00

Mo(h'nlt 0.• 1.0 0.' 0.0

Tcleeable 00 0 7 1.0 0'

Low 0.0 0.2 0' 1.0

Table. B3 Rules relating key generator terminal voltage to stability

measureundergroup 3

" vs s cs us
s.r,. 1.0 O. 03 0.0

~Iodtnllt o.e 1.0 0.' 00

Tolf'rlblt 0.0 0.7 10 0.4

Low 00 0 2 0' 1.0
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Table. B4 Rules relating combined key variables to stability measure

under group 4

, VS S CS US

(VS.VS.VS) 1.0 0.0 00 0 0

(V5.vs,s) o. 0.0 00 0.0

(vs.vs.cs r 1.0 00 0 0 00

r vs.vs.usr 1.0 00 00 00

( V5.S.VSJ o. 0' 0 .0 00

Ivs.s.s, oe 0.' 00 0 0

(VS.5.CS) O. 1.0 0 0 00

( V5.S.US ) 0.' 1.0 00 00

r vs.cs.vs ) 0.0 0 ' 1.0 01

( vs,CSS I 00 0' 1.0 O.

rvs cscs i 00 0.' 1.0 0.'

( V S.cs.VS ) 00 0 ' 1.0 O.

( vs,us.VS ) 00 o. O. 1.0

(vs.vs.s) 00 o. O. 10

(vs.us.cs i 0.0 O. 0.' 1.0

(V5.VS.VS) 0.0 O. 0.' 1.0

(S,VS.VS) 0 1 0.' 0.0 0.0

(S,Vs,s) O. 0.' 0 0 0.0

(S,vs.CS I 1.0 O. 00 00

( S.vs. US) 1.0 O. 00 00

( 5.5.VS) 00 0' 0.0 00

I""" 00 0' 0.0 00

( 5.5.CS) 00 1.0 0.0 0.0

( S,S,US ) 00 1.0 0 .0 00

rs.cs.vs ) 0.0 0.' 1.0 0.'

(S,Cs,s) 0.0 0' 1.0 O.

(S,cs.CS) 0.0 0.' 1.0 O.
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( S,cs.US) 0.0 0.2 '0 0.9

(S,US,VS) 00 02 0.e ' 0

(S,US ,S) 00 02 0.s ' 0

r s.us.cs i 0.0 0.2 o.e '0

(S,US,US) 0.0 0.2 o.e ' 0

(cs.vs,\"S) 00 '0 08 0'

(cs.vs,s) 0.0 '0 08 05

t cs.vs.cs ) 0.0 '0 08 0'

rcs.vs.usi 0.0 ' 0 0.8 0'

(cs,S,VS) 0.0 0' '0 0.8

(C5.S.S) 0.0 0' '0 o.s

(cs.s.CS) 0.0 04 '0 0.e

r cs.s.usi 00 04 '0 08

(CS,cs.\'S) 00 0.0 '0 00

(CS,CS.s) 00 0.0 ' 0 00

(CS,cs .CS) 00 0.0 ' 0 0.0

(cs.cs.us i 0.0 00 ' 0 00

( cs.US,VS ) 00 0.0 08 10

(CS,US.S) 00 0.0 08 '0

(CS,US,CS) 00 00 08 '0

t cs.us.us) 0.0 00 08 10

(US,vS,VS) 0.0 0' ' 0 0.8

(us.vssi 00 02 10 0.8

(l'S,VS,CS) 0.0 02 08 '0

r rs.vs.us i 0.0 0.2 08 '0

(us.s.vs) 00 02 0' 0.8

(US,S ,S) 0.0 0' 08 o.s
(us.s.csi 0.0 0.2 '0 0 8

( us.s.us j 00 02 0.8 ' 0

(VS,cs,VS) 00 02 10 0.8

t rs.cs.s) 0.0 0.2 '0 08

r us.cs.cs ) 00 02 10 0.8
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(U~US) U 02 1.0 U

(~U~) U U U 1.0

(U~UU) U U U I. 0

(~~) U U U 10

(~~~) 00 U 00 1.0
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APPENDIX - C

Data used for the ru leuse form_tiOD for th e

moo itonDI stage of the New Eugland 39 bus syste m

Table. CI Dataused for the rulebase fonnation

cee TmalloId uSe!caed G<n 12 au, 12 Load Volt Gm12

No 8u5cs( MW ) Voh (p ,u ) ( p_u ) MVAR

NO CONT1NGENCY

I 1624.5 0 .983 1 0.9978 9786,2

3824.' 0,9811 0.&488 91)0 ,9

49n. 1 0 ,9831 0.6077 1Oo1S.'

2 3624.5 09> 0 1478 "".
4824 .5 0 9> 0.6325 1))0,0

l 1624.S '" 1.0285 9S904.1

4624 5 l OS 0.79&6 8S30.)

5190,1 l OS 0,6273 77400

CONTINGENCY. 1624 5 0.9831 0 9929 976S.7

4252 6 0 .9831 0,610] 1120.S, 1624,S 0.9831 0.9896 97S2.8

' 0' " 0.9831 0 6758 _ .0

6 1824 5 0.983 1 0,915S 9695.7

3224 5 0 .983 1 0,1786 9218.2

44)7. 0 091 31 0,6882 8421.5
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APPENDlX - 0

Complete lis. or expert system output for the

monitorin g stage orthe New England 39 bus system

Table. 01 Expert system output for various neighborhood points 

Monitoring stage

I""'" Total load II Gen 32 B~ 12 Gen 32 Global VSTAB out put

No S""'ed VO' Lood Vo' MVAR Slate Eige!l S"'''''

...... (MW ) (p.u) {p.u } ""'" Sw,

NO CONTINGENCY

1 1424 ,S 0.9831 1.0072 9823 .0 VS 10,11 VS

2 18245 0.983 \ 0.9879 9746.5 S 9.63 S

3 2624.5 0.9831 0.9428 9556.6 S 8.50 S

4 4624 5 0 .98 ] ) 0.7399 8628 3 CS 3 40 CS, 49588 0.9831 O.62SO 8119 ,3 US 0.76 US

6 49682 0.983 1 0.6 141 8073.1 US 0.52 US

7 4971.4 0,98] ) 0.6093 8052 ,4 US 0,J9 US

8 3824.:5 0,95 0.82 76 9 199.7 CS 5.77 CS

9 47745 0 ,95 06580 8439 .0 US 1.71 US

10 48120 0 .95 0 ,6399 8361.4 US 1.30 US

II 1424 :5 1.05 1.0374 96303 VS 10.55 VS

12 18245 1.05 1.0)90 95549 VS 1009 VS

Il 4424 ,5 1.05 0.826] 866] ,0 CS 5.10 CS

14 4824 5 1.05 0. 7644 8367.8 CS ].55 CS

rs 51145 1.05 0 .6801 79760 US 1.53 US

16 51745 1.05 0 .6482 1832 .J US 0 .79 US

17 5183 ,8 1.05 0.6378 77864 US 0 .16 US

COSTtNGENCY

18 14245 I 0.9831 I 1.0041 9810 .1 S I 989 I S
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"
1124,5 0.91 31 0 .... 91 11.1 S 9.32 S

20 2224' O.9ll 1 0.95<11 9601.' S .66 S

" 3224 .5 O.91lt 086" =. CS 6 43 CS

22 4 187 .0 0.983 1 0 ,6155 8391.8 US I ." US

22 1424 .S 0.983 1 09963 "'" S .0< S

" 1614' 0 .9131 0.9862 sne.s S lUI S

25 2224' 0 .913 1 09SU 9S999 S 8,01 S

36 36245 0,9131 08315 ..... cs 5 21 CS

23 ...OS 0,913 1 0 ,6827 8403.6 US 1.<0 US

28 4462 .0 0.913 ) 06762 SH U US ) .25 US

39 1824.S 0.9831 0,9775 9703 .9 S 8 47 S

30 2224 S 0.9131 Q.9S06 9593,0 S '86 S

31 1024 ,S 09131 O,UI S .,... CS 6 25 CS

31 3224.S 0.913 1 01594 9191,5 CS s.n CS

"'



APPENDlX- E

Participation factors for the critic al case

( at the voltage sta bility limit) of the New England 39 bus system

Table. E I Bus andGenerato r participation factors for critical case

Bus Participation Facton Generator ParticipationFacton

Bus No Participation Factors GenNo Pan icipation Facto"

C~ I

12 0.1713 32 i.oooo, 0.1042 31 0 .7317

" 0.0949

ease 2

12 0.1788 32 r.oooo, O.IOIS 31 0.1390

" 0.0941

C~3

12 0, 1562 32 1 ,ooסס 01093 31 0.7150

" 0,0965

13 0,0795

We'

12 02469 32 i .oooo

13 0.1391

C.,.,

12 0.1436 32 i .oooo, 0.1011 31 0.9206

" 0.0932

13 0.0811

s 0.0753

We.

12 0.2105 32 i .oooo

13 0.1247 31 0,5947

" 0.1113
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